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INTRODUC'l'ION

1. This study has been prepared in accordance 'With resolution 1749 (LIV) of the
Economic and Social Council, adopted upon the z-ecommenda't i on of the Commission for
Social Development. In its resolution, the Counc i I decided "to include in the
agenda of its fifty·-eighth session the question of wigrant workers ". It requested
the Secretary-General "to invite the International Labour Organisation to make
available to the Commission for Social Development. at its twenty-fourth session
and to the Council the results of the nrop;ramme of action on mir;rant vorkers 1I of
the International Labour Organisation, - 'li~cluding the pr-ogr-e sc achieved on this
subject at the 1974 session of the International Labour Cont'ez-ence", The Council
also invited the Secretary-General "to submit to the Commission for Social
Development, in co-operation with all the s~ecialized agencies concerned, a
supplementary report on the welfare of migrant vcrker-s and their t'amiLi e s , with
part Lcul.ar attention to the educational needs of their cbdLdr-en ",

2. The text of the Council resolution, and statements made durinp: the
deliberations of the Commission for Social Development and the Council suggest
that the Secretary-General's report was to focus primarily on international
economic migration in search of employment. PartiCUlar attention is being given
in this study to migration towards and within Hestern Europe as the forerrost
contempoL'ary example of mass labour movement across national boundaries. This
type of international migration is largely temporary and a high proportion of it
takes place within the same continent or even between neighbouring countries; it
contrasts in many respects with traditional, centuries-old migratorv movements of
continental or, more often, intercontinental scope Which result as a rule in
permanent settlement abroad. In order to provide a broader 1nsight into the
social problems of international migration, however, reference is also made in
the course of the study to international labour migration as it takes place in
other regions and to permanent immigration in countries of I-lesteI'n Europe or
elsewhere. Due to limitations in ti~e and resources~ the data coQlected on
non-Eurppean migration relate mainly to Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean.

3. The study is in three chapters. Chapter I contains a general description of
. migratory movements in various parts of the world. It is intended to provide a

framework for discussions in the remaininr: parts.

4. Chapter 11 deals with the main theme of the study, namely the welfare problems
experienced by migrant workers and their families at the various stages of
migratory movements, the socia.l programmes and measures deve Loped on their behalf,
the adequacy of existing policies and the need for more effective social protection.
Since the contribution requested from the International Labour Organisation gives
particular attention to the situation of migrants as workers and to problems
relating to employment opportunities, 'IolOrking conditions, wages, social security
and occupational integration, the present supplementary study focuses on the
migrants' personal life and discusses problems related to the migrants' health,
education and cu.Lt ur-e , housing and "social integration. Priority consideration has
been given to the welfare of children, as a most vulneral)le group and in view of
their apec i a.l, problems and roles in the process of social integration; of migrant

I . .. If,
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youth and "omen; of '{",he mirrant;o I fa!'1ilies as a whole, whether they accompany the
workers or are left behind in t~le country of origin; and of the communities from
which migrants orifdnatl;~ or into Hhich they are received.

5. Because of their international dimension, problems of migration require
international act.ion for their solution. The international component of migration
policies is di acussed in che:pter III of the study, \oThich reviews existing
international act.Lvi tier: as rep;p.r(ls legislation, technical assistance and research,
and considers the future develonment of international co-operation in this field.

6. Thanks to the interest expressed by the Uni ted Nations Children 1 s Fund in
the problems outlined above in relation to chapter 11 and to UNICEF's financial
assistance, special arrangements were made for the implementation of that part of
the project. They included the ap~ointment of a principal consultant -
Mr. Alexander Neilson (United Kin~dom) - and of national consultants in five
sending countries and five receiving countries: ~·1r. H. Heyden (Federal Republic
of Germany); r·1rs. A. Hizirogltl (Turkey); Dr. A. Little (United Kingdom);
Hr. H. f··farcelletti (Italy); ~4r. L. !1artinez Cachero (Spain);
Mrs. N. Petrovic-7~iJanovic (Yugoslavia); Mr. J. Revol (France); Mr. K. Sahli
(Algeria); 1-11". H. 'I'zaut (Switzerland» and Mr. J. Widgren (Sweden). These
consultants were selected in consultation with the national authorities concerned,
which also assisted in facilitating their access to relevant sources of information.

7. The present study has been implemented in co-operation with the competent
specialized afr,encies (International Labour Office, United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cult.ural Oz-gand a.rtLon ~ and ~'Torld Health Organization), other
intergovernmental nrr;anh:ations (Commission of European Communities, Council of
Europe, Intergovernmental Cowmittee for European Migration, and Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development) !3.nd numerous non-governmental organizations
acti ve in the fie1d of migr-at i on (mentioned in chapter III of the study). The
convening of an Advisory Meeting (Geneva, 3-5 December 1973) in which most of those
organizations participat.ed, and subsequent individual consultations) made it
possible to take full advantage of the results of ongoing international activities
and to avoid duplicat.ion .

.S
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I. INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION IN THE WORLD OF TODAY

8. The over-all picture of contemporary international migration is characterized
by its magnitude and diversity.

9. In West Africa, four principal streams of mip;ration may be observed. The first
and numerically the most important is from ncrth to south, that is ~ from the
countries adj acent to the southern limits of the Sahara - Nali ~ the Niger and
Upper Volta - to the Ivory Coast and Ghana, and from Guinea to the Ivory Coast.
Migrations from Mali and the Ni.ger tend to be definitive ~ Hhereas those from the
savannah areas of Hali and the Upper Volta and the rain forests of Ghana and the
Ivory Coast are seasonal. The second direction is east-west, with seasonal
movements from Hali, northern Guinea and the coast of Senegal to the ground-nut
growing areas of Gambia and Senegal. The third stream, made up of permanent and
semi-permanent movements, moves parallel to the Atlantic Coast: it consists of
migrants from Dahomey~ Nigeria and Toga to adjacent countries, mainly Ghana, and
from eastern Nigeria to Equatorial Guinea, Gabon and the United Republic of
Cameroon. Lastly, there is an intercontinental migratory flow from Dahomey, ,
Senegal, and other neighbouring countries to Fr~1ce. The north to south and the
coastal migrations have been estimated to involve 1 ni.Ll.ion persons per year, of
whom one half go to Ghana, and the east-west movements some 75,000 persons. The
proportion of foreigners in the t.TO principal countries of immigration -
12 per cent in Ghana (1960) and 17 per cent in the Ivory C~ast (1965) - is another
Lndd.cat Lon of the amplitude of the movements. There are approximately 100,000
black Africans in France, a quarter of whom are Senegalese.

10. Migration within eastern Africa, where the ne", national boundaries cut across
many tribal lands, offers an example of a most complex pattern. Hany of tihe
individual countries are both suppliers and recipients of migrant labour, and
there is a mixture of seasonal and permanent migration. Some countries of the
region (mainly Southern Rhodesia , Uganda and Zambia) receive a fe,o/" thousand
migrants from countries of middle A:frica (mainly Angola and Zaire). On the other
hand, there is a sizable emigration from Eastern Af'r i ca to Zaire (agricultural
labourers~ copper mine workers) and an even larGer lllovement, involving
approximately 150,000 persons each year (mainly from Malal'1i and !'1ozemoi que ) to thf
mines of South Africa.

11. In addition to those just mentioned, the Re'pub.Li.c of South Africa imports fOJ
work in its mines, and also industry and domestic service, labour from other
countries of the southern African region - mainly from Lesotho and, in much
smaller numbers, from Botswana and Swaziland. In 1969, there were 250,000
foreign workers in the mines, representing G8 per cent of the labour force. Such
movements affect drastically the economies of the ernigration countries concernecl:
it has been estimated that three fifths of the labour force in Lesotho and
one half in Bct swana might "be away at anyone time. Hine vor'kers from Lesotho,
Swaziland and parts of Botswana are said to spend two thirds of their life
between the ages of 16 and 45 years in employment away from home.

/ ...
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12. In Horth Africa, micrator;y movements are from t.he inhospitable, sparsely
populated areas of the interior t.o the fertile Atlantic and ['!editerranean littorals.
In 1971, there were 700,000 Al/~erians, 170,OOO;Ioroccans and 100,000 Tunisians in
France; t.he same three nationalities ",ere represented by 26,000 persons in
Belcium, 23,000 in the Federal Repub.l.Lc of Germany and 18,,000 in the Netherlands.
Some traditional courrt r-i e s of e\;ligration, such as Ltal.y and Spain, have also
st ar-t i nr; recruiting I:orth l\.fric:m labour. ;;ic;rator~r movenent s vithin I'Torth Africa
from 'I'un i s La to the Lib:'ran Arab Republic, for instance. 'are of unknown
proportions.

13. Uhile 0, small proportion on 1;)' of the migratory movements described above lead
to permanent settlcl'nent in the receiving countries, the obj ective of permanent
settlement char-acter-i aes the intercontinental migrations to countries of Oceania,
principally Australia, and, to a i~reat extent in North America.

14. Apart f'roru short-tern: noverserrt s 'l-lithin the region, the principal migratory
flmlS fron the \lest Ind i es are directed to the United States of' America and the
United Ki rigdom, 'I'he former, lly far t.he 1a1'[1;er in the past ~ has been gradually
restricted by the Uni t e-I States immigration la.ws; in 1971, only 25,000 permanent
inunigrants ,rere admitted. Hest Indian migration to the United Kingdom increased
from about 1,000 per year around 1952 to 17,000 10 years Inter - in application of
the then unrestricted right of entry of the British 11est Indians as Commcnvea'l.t.h
citizens. In 1962. hovever , ler;islation was enacted vith a vie" to controlling
immigration from Cormonwea.l.t h countries, after which the mir;ratory f'Lows were
r:;radttally reduced. 'l'he current annual ilTJIlligration is about 7,000 persons, many of
whom are the de pendarrt a of settled iTIunigrants. The pattern of immigration, which
was of undefined duration until 19G~~, has since then grauually taken a more
dl~finit,iv(;~ character.

15. In ::outh Ameri c a , intra-continental migratory movements arc: taking place
ma i nIy to Arl~entian - vhcre I ,600 ,Don immigrants from Bolivia, Brazil ~ Chile
Parapuay and Ur urtuay were counted in 1969, represent ing (5.5 per cent of the
populat i on - and to Venezuela, mainly from COlOI~11ia ,.,-it!! a mi[~rant popur.at i on
estimated at somewhere bet.veen 300,OCO and 700,000. !ligratory movements arc
mostly behlcen rural areas. ;;irrants ~rork on plantations or pr-ovi de the extra
labour required at the tiMe of llarvestin/3; many wander- from province to province •
follmrinr7 the sequence of t1Je harvests, and spend much of their life on the roads;
others lid 1't to the rrines or cities, rn.alduf,; t.he i r homes in sharrt y t.ovns , A high
propor-t ion of micrations are clandestine, and most; of the '\mrke::cs involvecl are
illiterate and unsidlled.

16. In As i a , the reoat, significant movementia are taking place in the .l"liddle East:
between Arab countries - more than 70 per cent of the labour force of Kuwait 1>laS,

in 19'ro. of' for(~ign origin - and to Israel, whe re the annual rate of permanent
ilmnigrants (,,,ith a hi[h proportion of sk i Ll.ed individuals) vas 37,000 around 1970.
Ho sif"nificunt movements are reported from 'the rest of Asia.

] 7. Uigration ,rithin Eastern Europe is on a relatively small scale. Apart from
some movements of frontier workers (for instance ~ bet.veen Pola.nd and

/ ...
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Czechoslovakia), exchanges of labour are carefully organized and usually of
fixed-term duration: they may result from contracts for specific projects, whereby
most of required manpower is supplied by the executing country, or from
arrangements which have as their main purpose the traininG of groups of workers.
The principal receiving country of the area is the German Democratic Republic,
where it is reported that approximately 13,00Q Hungarians, 12,000 Poles and lesser
numbers of Czechoslovaks and Rumanians are currently at wor-k , There are also
arrangements for importing labour to countries of Eastern Europe from other regions;
for instance, Egypt has signed agreements with Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia to
supply respectively 10,000 and 15,000 workers for the construction industry and
agreements for transfers of labour-cum-training have been concluded between the
German Democratic Republic and Nigeria.

18. Since the beginning of the sixties, nowhere has immigration grown at such
spectacular a rate as in Western Europe. The trend started in the 1950s in France
and Switzerland, and then spread all over the region. It is estimated that the
number of migrants legally working in Western Europe in 1972 was 7.3 million,
making with their dependants a foreign population of 11.9 million. The total,
including clandestine immigrants, may have been as high as 13 million - almost
equal to the population of the Netherlands. There were 3,700,000 migrant workers
and their dependants in France, 2,800,000 in the Federal Republic of Germany,
2,600,000 in the United Kingdom, 1,000,000 in Switzerland, 520,000 in Belgium,
400,000 in Sweden and 200,000 in the Netherlands. Migrant workers represented
8.3 per cent of the labour force in France, 8.7 per cent in the Federal Republic of
Germany and no less than 20 per cent in Switzerland. 1/ The above figures do not
take into account the seasonal and frontier movements~ At the present juncture, a
slowing down of migratory flows may be observed, mainly as a result of restrictive
measures taken in both receiving and sending countries. But the stocks of
immigrant manpower continue to rise in every receiving country and the determining
factors of migration remain strong. Some pockets of manpower shortage have even
appeared in the traditional emigration countries and started new migratory flows.
There seems to be a generalizing trend for the less attractive jobs to be left
to immigrants.

19 •. With some exceptions - the nationals of former French African territories in
France and the workers circulating within the European Economic Community and
Nordic Convention areas - an alien worker is not permitted entry into any l1estern
European country unless he has been specially recruited; that is to say, he must
be in possession of a work permit or, in some cases, a written contract of
employment. Illegal employment involves penalties whi ch may include imprisonment
and the employers are liable to a fine. The deterrents are insufficient, however,
to halt the flow of illegal immigration and the traffic which accompanies it. Data
on the migrants' length of stay are scarce and would need updating: a study
undertaken in France for the period 1962 to 1967 showed that 25 per cent of' migrant!

l/ Owing to recent changes, Switzerland can no longer be considered a major
immigration country; the entire migration pOlicy of Switzerland is currently under
review.
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left within 1. 5 years of their arrival and 50 per cent ~olithin six years. Of all
returned ItaliRl1 emir.rant:..~ bet'.iecn 1962 and 196B, more than half' had stayed abroacl
for less than a vear , £>5 per cent for one to three years and almost the same
proportion for more than 'three years. \';]mt can safely be stated is that most
micrar,ts Leave their country ~·~itl1 the inti"uti·'n of r-ema.i.n i ng abroad for only a
f'ev years , that the lcac1ol'ity actually stay Loncer than originally axpect.ed and that
a general trend hns b,,~pn observed for some year-s t ovards an increase in the ~

averarte lencth of S'ttlY o r immigra.nts in Hestern Europe.

;20. f'. S'lTVCY of the economic activit.ies in vh i ch immiGrant wor-kez-s are engage-d in
\Jester:! ;;u:l.'ope s11O-:,'$ t.hat, in conpari son to the net ional labour force, they are
undez-represent en in the Cl.griculturnl, commercial and service sectors, and
concentrated in the manufacturing and construction sectors. In nearly every
receiving count ry the unsk i Ll.ed arid semi-skilled account for more than 60 per cent
of the total irlilllif.r,rmlt. vio rkers , '.i'here are "Tide variations according to the
nationalities of origin. Female l:!i~rant labour tends to concentrate in
manufacturing industries (particulnrly textiles, clothing and lig"1t engineering),
services (domestic and caterille) and cormnercial occupat Lons , Very few of the
immigrant women f-mter any of the receiving countries as skilled workers. Most of
them vere either 1.1l1£'mplo:'ted or employed in aGriculture before their departure, so
t hat emp.loyment abroad is their first opportunity of engaging in non-agricultural
work, Even wllenwnmen ha-ve El hiGher educat ional level than men, they lack
vocational training; as a. result 7 t hey are employed in sectors that are
traditionally badly pa.i d , A notable proportion of migrant workers are young and
current trends are accentuating that situation. Female workers form an even
younger group of im!E:i.gr:mt;s than men.

21. The majority of mi["rant vorker-s in Hestern Europe leave the country of origin
unaccompan i ed hy their dependants; at some later date, depending on their
adaptation to the ne", environment and the immigration regulations of the receiving
country, they may be ,joined by their families. It is estimated from various
sources that t hez-e are at present in the migrant population 860,000 children under
16 years of age (of whom 650,000 are of compulsory school age) in France,
606,000 (280,000) in the United Kingdonl, 450,000 (220,000) in the Federal Republic
of Germany, 755,000 (330,000) in Switzerland, 150,000 (115,000) in Belgium,
130,000 U;O,OOO) in Sw-eden, and 22,000 (10,000) in the Netherlands. In spite of
the remain:i.nr; limitations on t.he entry of dependants, in several countries such as
Sweden and S"litzerland, t.he percent age of children is higher for immigrants than
nationals. Low national averages should not conceal the fact that, in areas Where
t he iliJInicrant population is concentrated, a substantial minority, or in some cases,
a majority of school children are immigrants.

22. By far the larGest part of migratory movements, even to such countries as the
United States or those of Hestern Europe, are unorganized. Although, the control
of migration shoul.d not result in denying migrants their internationally
recognized right to move across national boundaries, there is no doubt th8,t
unorganized migration is a main source of trafficking and abuse.

23. A distinction should be made between intercontinental and intracontinental
migration. The 'balance between- the t",o types of migration has been changing, B.

I ....
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most spectacular example of the reversal of previous trends beinB~ in the 19505 and
1960s, the shift among the emigration countries of Europe from mir,ration overseas
to migration to other European countries. The main intercontinental movements - to
Australia, Canada, the united States and Israel - involve primarily permanent
migrants with a relatively high level of skills and a socio-economic status close
to that of the nationals (many of whom are former migrants). By comparison, the
intracontinental movements whf ch talce place in all regions of the voz-Ld , sometimes
over very short distances, offer a composite picture with regard to their duration
and the characteristics of migrant groups. There are marked differences - in terms
of economic and social implications - between migratory movements from rural areas,
predominant in l1estern Africa and South America, and migration :from rural to urban
areas, predominant in Europe.

24. Considerations linked to the duration of migration a110101 for numerous
distinctions among migratory movements, l07ith permanent migrations and seasonal
Inigrations at the two extremes. These two extremes, together wi th fixed-term
migration, have obviously very different characteristics (rerr,ardinr" for instance,
whether migrant workers are accompanied by their families), but they have in common
the lack of uncertainty about the duration of the movement. By contrast,
immigration of the type now predominating in l{estern Europe is charncteri zed by the
fact that it is of undefined duration thus giving rise to previously unknown social
problems.

•

26

27
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25. Finally, observation of different migratory flows shows considerable variation
in the characte~istics of migrant groups. As to their socia-economic status, it
varies from the comparatively high level of qualifications prevailinrr in
intercontinental migrations to the high proportion of unskilled and illiterate
individuals found in the African and Latin American intracontinental movements.
The circumstances of migration, the types of enWloyment offered, national customs
and existing migration policies deeply affect the age and sex distrilmtion of
migrant groups as well as the proportion of single vorkers and families in t he
migratory flows.
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II • Hjl;'LICN1IO:,m OF I;;TErLiilTIO:~l\L MIGRNrrmr FOR IHDIVIDUALS'I
F,:\llILIES AND Cm:r·;lmITIES

26. The decision to emiGrate is motivated by the desire and will to better
one I slot. and there is no reason why migration should not prove a positive and
revardfng exper'Lence for the individuals concerned. r\~oreover~ many of the
hardships nov assoc i ated with the condition of the migrant could be avoided.
Taking miGration to the industrialized countries of vlestern Europe as the main
example, the followinr; discussion will be devot.ed to an examination of the needs
of migrants in changing family c i rcums tances and conmun i ty environment, and
the ways in which these needs may be met, the adequacy of existing social
programmes and possible avenues to their improvement.

A. The situation in receivi~~ countries of Western Europe

27. Certain of' the hendfcaps from which immigrants are SUffering in Hestern
Europe are ..haz-ed to SODle extent with elements or the autochthonous po:pulation;
others are peculiar to in'J:l1igrants. Such a distinction may have significant
policy implications. Thus. the large majority of immigrants bas a low
soda-economic st.atrus - a characteristic '\.[hich is also shared by nationals
with similarly 101., qualifications and low incomes. Both groups~ for instance,
may be found living together in the same slum areas an9- may suffer from insanitary
living conditions and overcrowdinB~ poor diet and under-performance of children
at school. Hovever-, there are restrictions to the upward socio-occupational
mobility of immigrants that nationals do not face to the same degree and therefore
opportunities to escape from their unsatisfactory situation are fewer.

28. Immi.grants are newcomers to a st.range environment. !v!ost of them are
transplanted from a rural to an urban milieu, and the ensuing difficulties of
a.daptation FIre not unlike those experienced by internal migrants. Migrants from
the lJoghreb, Hest Africa or Turkey, hovevez-, find it more difficult to reconcile
their traditional outlook "lith the demands of urban and industrial life than do
nevcomers from rural areas of the same receiving country particularly when tbe
immiffrant leaves his family behind.

29. 'Ihe obvious source of the handicaps pecu.Liar to intexnational immigrants is
the fa,et that they are aliens. Apart from those involved in movemerrts within
the European Economic Community or Nordfc Convention areas, migrants can stay
only as lon~ as they have the right ·t;o '-101'1<. are not free to look for the
employment of their choice. are subject to a. number' of administrative
restrictions - regarding, for instance, the reuniting of families - "Yhich are
the most severe when. as newcomers, they go through the most pain ful period of
the Qdaptive process. At that staee, they have to learn a new language and new
modes of t.hought , to understand a code of behaviour which may make little sense
to them and to adjust to nev e:lting and other living habits. Above all. they
have to face prejudices and discriminatory attitudes on the part of the population.

/ ...
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30. Additional hardships, specific to immigrants~ stem from their belonging to
two different countries and cultures. They t~e especially acute in the case of
persons migrating for undefined duration~ who are expected to maintain close
Li nks with the country and culture of their origin. The complexity of the
migrant's situation has educational implications, such as the burden Luposed on
children who must be prepared both for their life in the receiving country and'
for an uncertain future in their country of origin. It has also economic
implications, related to family or kinship obl.igat i ons among individuals living
in different cOlmtries.

31. As noted above 9 some of the major needs of immigrants, and the relevant
policy requirements, are not fundamentally different from those concerning that
segment of the local population having certain socio-economic traits in common
with immigrants. The need for decent housing and the need for adequate hea.Ltih
care belong in that category. Other needs, particularly in the area of education
and culture 9 must be defined in terms Wllich reflect the distinctive condition of
immigrants. There is also the overriding need for both i mmi gr-ant.s and members
of the receiving communities to accept and to be accerted~ in other words, the
need for social integration.

Social integration

32. Social integration may lead to the assimilation and naturalization of
immigrants, but it is also relevant to the situation of those immigrants 1,,110
have no intention of settling dO'l"n in the host country however short or prolonged
their stay may eventually prove to be. It is a two-1.,ay process, whereby both
"guestsii and Y1hostsii recognize the identity or complementarity of their interests.
For harmonious individual and group relations to be established and maintained,
immigrants have to learn to function adequately as members of their new community
and the permanent residents have to learn to recognize that migrants are
contributing to the development of the national economy and to accept them.

33. Although preparation for migration should take place whenever possible in
the country of origin, the successful adaptation of immigrants depends to a
large extent on the effectiveness of reception, information and counselling
services in the receiving countries. Reception services are mentioned later in
this report. Information activities are carried out mainly by voluntary
organizations, only some of which have financial support from their Governments.
With a few exceptions like Sweden (where 40 immigrant information centres are
operating), assistance to immigrants at the crucial stage of their orientation
to the host country would seem to deserve more active governmental interest
and support. It Was one of the recommendations of a National Algerian Seminar
on Emigration that a network of centres should be organized in the receiving
~o1IDtries to welcome and provide lodgings for immigrant workers and their
families for as long as is necessary, to put the worker in touch with his
employer, to supply the migrants with medical care, information and legal services I

and to introduce them to the language of the host C01llltry. The International
Labour Organisation has been and continues to be concerned with this aspect of
governmental action on behalf of immigrants.

/ ... '"
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34. CounseLl.Ing immicrants puts a heavy strain on the limited resources of
established social welfare agenc i.es , the staff of whf ch may not be well prepared

e to commund cate ,..ith ilnIllic;rants and to understand their special problems. The
Europea.n Economic Community. as e ar1y as 1962, and the Council of Europe in 1968
recommended tile creation of spec i ali zed services and training 'Programmes. A
good example of efficient. specialized professional service is offered by the
French Service social d'aide aux emigrants; and another combining the advantages
of trained and volunteer help is provided by the Caritas organizations in
several countries. 'I'he er~!ployn:eut of social 'Workers from the countries of
origin of immieran1;s, useful as it is) is often restricted by national regulations
governing the 'Practice of social work and the recoe,nition of foreign diplomas.

35. The pr-eas , radio and television are potenti ally pOlo1erful means for the
adaptation of 11ll111ir;rants. Addressing immigrants in their mm language, they
could help t.hera become better acquainted 'With li fe in the host country. and to
keep in toucll ",:i,th developmQllts in their country of origin. In some receiving
countries, like Sweden. short articles to that effect appear in the daily
newspa~ers. \fhile periodicals intended for iUillligrants are published in nearly
all countrd es . .Hadio broadcasts vary greatly in quality and quantity from one
country to another. ~rhe daily broadcasts in France in the main immigrant Languages
illustrate the useful role that could be played by the media. Immigrants have
limited access to television. and when they can look at it. as in hostels, it is
during the peak vi€-win,":. hours when none of the few programmes prepared in their
lanBuage are featl~ed.

36. Hitll some cxcent.i ons , such as the Iz-ish and Vlest Indians in the United
Kingdom or Ita1inns in parts of Sldtzerland, immigrants have on entry little or
no knowledge of the Language of the host country. Fev have had formal education
beyond primary school level and mW1Y are illiterate. Without at least some
under-stiand'i ng of the spoken Languane they are unable to follm, instructions given
in the course of their emp.Ioymerrt , have no proapec t of promotion, find. the most
simple transactions of li villf~ complicated. and are isolated from the host
community. Hhen this lacl... of knov.l.edge is combined with illiteracy ~ the barriers
to adaptation become very great. Measures to combat these conditions have been
taken in all receiving countries. In Sweden, it is obligatory for employers to
allow immigrant 'oI'orkel'S 240 hours of pa.id leave of absence to attend classes in
Swedish; cour-s es are ar-ranged under public or voluntary auspices or those of
trade unions) including courses for immigrant housewives ~ and there are special
educational. facilities for illiterates. In other countries, literacy and language
courses (conmined or not with other forms of adult education or vocational
training) are arranged by governmental authorities (e. g.• in France, "There any
association of workers or individual firm can apply for a State-paid instructor.
provi ded that 20 or more persons are to be taught); by employers (e. g., in
France and the Federal Hepublic of Germany); by trade unions and Voluntary
organizations (e .g.) in Belgium and the United Kingdom); or by the consular
authorities of the countries of origin (e.g., in S'o1itzerland).

37. There are manJc' factors which militate against regular attendance at language
classes. Overtime, shift work, employment in activities like the construction
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industry which involve moving from one site to another" all reduce the
possibili-ties of instruction at the place of work. AftEr vork , an immigrant is
often too tired to benefit from the .instruct~on :ha~ may be. avail~ble. ,",It is I
significant that a sample survey un der t.aken an tne Feder-al, Republlc of <.:ermnny
revealed that a large majority of immigrant wor};ers had acquired their knowledge
of' German through contacts with their fellow vorkers or encounter-s ,,,itL Gern:ans
in their leisure time; only 6 per cent mentioned IHoguage courses. 1\ seminar
or-gan i zed by the Intergovernmental Committee for Eur-openn lHr"l"ction (ICf:lr) hss
formulated a series of suggestions for improvinr the situation: to corsbi.ne
intensive courses, during holidays or periods of annuaL leave, Hith extensive
courses at other times; to incorporate social and cultural activities into
language courses; to use specially-adapted curricula and the servi ces of'
speci&J.ly prepared teachers; to invite employers not Duly to orc;ani ze courses
and facilitate attendance, but also to offer money or other incentives; and,
for the Governments of the receiving countries clearly to accept the ultimate
responsibility for the arrangements required. gj

38. Special attention needs to be given to the difficulties of :adaptation
experienced by women, Young unmarried vomen from rural ar-eas , Trior to
emigration, often have had no opportunity of meet.ing persons other than fauily
members or neighbours. Exposure to codes of behaviour different from those
at home, and the greater freedom of contacts, can confuse their sense of values.
Married women who enter receiving countries as workers in order to efrect
an early reunion with their husbands, or Who are the first member of the f::unily
to emigrate, are SUbject to great stress as they Horry about the children left
behind. Regarding housewives, a Horld Health Organization worltinp: f~roup has
observed that "poor lodging and overcrowding can l!lbke life particularly di:fficu]
for a wife" especially if she is struggling to maintain some standards of' by,,:jier
and bring up' her children decently. Her language diffiCUlties are pr-obahLy
greater and her chances of learning the host language less. 'The f'ood available
may be strange? and methods of preparatrion are sometimes inadequvote. In some
cases her isolation may be increased by customs of rigid seclusion ~ and she tl11Y
have to support frequent pr-egnancf es ", 1/ Headline; the housewi re '.dth ccunaeLl:
and educational services has helped the social integration of the family eroup
as a whole.

39. Considerably more research and pioneering projec ts vourd be ne cess uxy to
understand and improve the plight of t.he a.lmost 3 million children of i ~~rant

living in Western Europe. Children have , to be sure, a grF'!].ter n'bilit,y thnn

?J Intergovernmental Committee for European ;.1ie,ration, Seminar on
Adaptation and Integration of Permanent Irnmic;ro.nts, Geneva. 29-31 lilo,y 1974 ~

General conclusions and recommendations, pub Ifshed in International I'lip:-l'a,tion
(Geneva), vol. XII, No. 3. 1974> pp. 119-137. ----.- .-,----

3/ Health Aspect~ of Labour l:~ip.;ration, Her-ort on a working group
convened by the i'Jorld Health Organi zat.ion Hegional Office for Europe , Alrdf'l's 1

November 1973 (CoJlenhagen, v[orld Henltb Orga~izatiion Hegional Office f'o1'
Europe, 19'T!~, document No. EURO 110(3), p. 21.
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adults to Learn a Languarre and t.o adjust to new situations. This, however,
places upon ther!! the audi t Lonal, burden of' acting as interpreters and mediators
bet,..ecn the family and the outsirl€: ·,lOrlrl. Because his parents are busier and
trie.re ror'e les;) :ivai Labl.e no", t.han in the home country, the migrant child feels
negleetcd or purriched , ~";hcn he is caught between the desire to go along vi.th
his peers [HIli the reJ.\wt l1Jl CC· of his r:lrents to relinquish their traditions and
values, he bu;; feelinp;s of ,;uilt. At horae and <1150 at school. efforts made to
teach tht~ lan!;tUlge and eu.l.t.ur-e of t!1e courrcvy of origin in addition to those of
the host count.rv , ma~r be difficult to accept; for a child "Those outlook is usually
limited to the present and its iili:Uliediate requirements. The problems of
adaptation of mir;.l:.'YJrt; children vary 1"ith the age groups, as do the channels most
appropriate t.o bring the,;i help: the younger' children could be reached mainly
thro\.l[!h the basic heal.t.h and welfare services available to their mothers; the
children of achoo.l age, r:minly through the educational sys t.em ; the adolescents,
throuch leisure-time acti vi ties and at their place of training or woz-k, In the
latter group, it is tI1El id 1'15 ' ...ho experience the most acute and potentially
harmful conflicts lH,:twP(2'n the ways of life of two different worlds and who are
the most in need of nrotiecti.on and. guidance.

Ill). 'l'he r-ece i vinf~eon1,')..uli ties HS nuch as the ia"!ri LH.nts themselves have to
adapt t.o tlH~ si t.uutLon created by the employment of foreign labour. For the
hosr community the presence of an immigrant group is disquieting. A survey
conJ.ucted in 1966 by the Institute of Applied Sciences, Federal RepubLi,c
of GerllULnY 1 round thftt 20 per cent of the middle class, 40 per cent of skilled
workers and 60 per cent of semi-skilled or unskilled workers would like to get
:rid of rcre i an labour. Hhile sensational reporting in the press of' isolated
incidents hel.ps to i ncrease these fears, accur-at-e information by the media could
do a great deal to dh;pel then,. 'I'oo little has been done in this respect so far.
However, ser-Ious efforts are bed ng made by public authorities and voluntary
initiative ill most receiving countries to inform and educate the citizenry. The
social welfart~ <.t!rvices of receiving countries wh.ich are in contact both with
il;lJ,~i~runt~; and lH:iticmals could prouote a. better understanding between the
two Lroups - a. possibility vh i ch has only been ve~y partially exploited up to
now.

hI. l~() action Cdl1leil at, fadIi tating social inteGration can t~ully succeed
without the act.Lve euppcrt of' immiurants and nationals alike. Hhile major
at.t.ent.i.on has been giwm to the jlartici'pation of immigrant workers in trade
union ~.tctivi ti€~r;. ntteml'ts have also been made to involve immigrants in the
u.ff:.d I'G of tilt: cmilllil.m.itiE~S :in \orhidl they 1ive , One of the most sie.,nificBnt
e)~a.mp.les is offert'd ty BelGium, where Communal Consultative Councils of
Immif{r~).n'tr.; have been set un in areas with a large foreiGn population, which
incll~dc representati yes of~ that segment of the population. to advise the
authorities on matters concerning the .....elfare of immlgrants and the education of
their children. Els(~where, im:mip:rants have been called upon to :partidpate in
communit.y deve Lopn..ent, pr(')i~l'<lmme~:•• sone of ,~hich, as in the United Kingdom, .
benefit fri)lll active governmental SUPT1ort. Irleally, all members of a commurrit.y
"'here inl!lligra.nts are li I/ing should 'be encouraged to work together not only on

/ . ~ .

Itrlll;.t...--------- _
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roblems affecting the migrant minority but on local affairs g<:mere.lly. 'l~here
~re plans in Switzerland for establishing local advisory 70unclls f~r t~at
purpose. The Swedish Government has announce~ i ts intel~t.J.on, startIng an 1976,
to give immigrants the right to vcte in mundc i.paf e Lec't i ons .

!lousing

42. Efforts towards the social integration of immigrants may be counteracted
by housing policies which tend to isolate the f'o re i gn population or even to
encourage the creation of ghettoes. Finding suita.ble accommodation is a major
problem also for nationals and there seems, at first, to be no justification
for separate solutions. However, it must be stressed once more that itnmigrants
suffer, in this as in other aspects of their personal life, from syecitic
handicaps such as restrictions in their conditions of employment and stay,
discriminatory attitudes on the part of the population, difficulties of
communication and the larger size of their families. There is also a natural
tendency for newcomers to st ay clos e to their compatriots. 'l'hcre !llay be merit,
therefore, in facilitating first the integration of newcomers in their respective
national groups while ai.mi ng , in the longer term, at the gradual acceptunce of
the groups by the host society.

t:
t
o
o
t

J

43. National legislation in most r-ecei.vi.ng countries makes it obligatory for
immigrant workers recruited through official channels to be provided witll
accommodation by their employers, mainly in hostels for single workers, some of
which are for women. Living conditions in these hostels have improved over the
last few years as a consequence of the enforcement of legal accommodation
standards. The most unsatisfactory kind of accommodation is usually found in
hostels built by employers within factory compounds. Also unsatisfactory is the
tie between accommodation and employment, as a result of which the loss of
employment involves the loss of accommodation. But more important is the fact
that the employers I obligations do not extend to those workers who have not been
recruited through official channels. It has been estimated that, in 19G8, only
one third of the irnnigrant workers in the Federal RepUblic of Germany and less than
one fifth in France were housed by their employers or '4i th their help. For the
majority of immigrants, therefore, the problem of housing must be solved
otherwise.

44. When looking for accommodati on , Lmmi.gr-ants tend to congregatie in certain
districts of industria'. cities and frequently immigrants of the same nationality,
or even from the same province of a sending country, are to be f'ound living in
proximity. In, the past this was due to immigrants following the paths of their
predecessors. In the United Kingdom, it was customary f'Ol:' settled immigrants to
advise potential emigrants in their home area where woi-k could be obtained. It
was not uncommon to find, in a firm employing Lmmi.gr-arrt labour, that all the
foreign workers came from the same island in the Caribbean. The established
immigrants usually provided accommodation for the new arrivals until they could
find it for themselves, which was almost inlfariably in the same nei~hbourhc~d.
The factors that caused the earlier immigrants to settle where they did _
nearness to the firm offering employment, housing iofithin their means and o'btElinable

I ...
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by them - were e~ually applicable to -those that ~ollowed. In the 1950s and
early 1960, the old 1wrlting-class districts near the centre of industrial towns
Here gradually being vacated by indigenous labour moving to the suburbs ; as the
majority of immigrants did not qualify for pubLic housing or could not af'f'ord
the rent, they remained in the decaying central districts with those nationals
of th~ lowest socio-economic status. As more new immigrants arrived, they
o ccupaed the vacated quarters; thus these immigrant communities expanded. Much
the same pattern was followed in other countries.

L~5. With the la~ger influx of foreign labour into Western Europe, the housing
conditions of immigrants have now diversified, but remain on the whole
unsatisfactory. As a general rule, the best housed immigrants are to be found
among t.he nationals of countries which have been sending immigrants for the
longest time; conversely, the relative newcomers are the most disadvantaged.
Those living in slum areas or bidonvilles, or in furnished lodgings, are
especially prone to being exploited. With their limited means and other handicaps,
immigrants suffer much more than the local population from the general housing
shortage still prevailing in all receiving countries with the only possible
exception of Belp;ium. They cannot escape from exploitation, overcrowding and
insanitary living conditions without special assistance.

46. Ensuring equality of treatment for immigrants and nationals in relation to
housing has been the subject of Conventions, of the International Labour
Organisation, a provision of the European Social Charter and a recommendation of
the Commission of European Communities. The same instruments also ask for a
policy of active assistance, in which all receiving countries have actUally been
engaged. But whatever the efforts made, the results achieved remain everywhere
inadequate. In France, for instance, it is estimated that 20 per cent of
immigrants are still living in slums; 26.8 per cent in overcrowded quarters;
13 per cent in furnished lodgings; and the rehousing of bidonville inhabitants,
most of them immigrants. has still to be completed.

Health

47. Because of medical examinations prior to migration, on entry immigrants form
a generally healthy group. Apart from malaria and parasltic diseases, reported
in some cases, the incidence of imported health problems on the immigrants
themselves or on the host population is very limited. On the other hand,
immigrants are a vulnerable group. They are less immune than the host population
to common diseas8s anC, at the time, more exposed to the hazards of poor housing,
malnutrition and inadequate hygiene. They are particularly liable to develop
tUberculosis: a French study has shown that tuberculosis was three to five times
more frequent among immigrants, especially Africans, than among the local .
popUlation. The more severe incidence of venereal dis~ases in a group comprising
a relatively high proportion of single young men is also understandable.
Because of difficulties experienced by immigrants in the process of adaptation.
mental troubles and the accompanying psychosomatic symptoms (often digestive)

/ ...
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are more common among them than among their hosts. It vas found in the United
Kingdom that the incidence of Inental illness among immigrants ~a~ ~-9 per 1,000,
as compared with a little more than 6 in a control group of Brltlsn-born persons
living in slum areas and a national over-all figure of 3-4 per 1,000. Uon:en
and children, the most directly affected by the difficulties of social
integration, are particularly vulnerable to psycho-social maladjustment. The
high rate of industrial accidents among foreign vorkers (estimated in the
Federal Republic of Germany to be 2.5 times higher than among German workers)
is also attributable to problems of adaptation, ,,,hether in learning the Lanrniage
or the industrial discipline. A Horld Health Organization workinr, group
concluded that, for immigrants, "hea.l.th problems were subordinate to and
dependent on social problems 1'. !!!
48. At a seminar organized by the International Children's Centre, 2J
numerous examples were given of the adverse effect of social factors on the
health of migrant children. Thus, ignorance or faulty habits may be responsible
for malnutrition; for ricJcets, as a result of the traditional belief held by
North Africans that young children should not be exposed to ,daylirrht; and for
not protecting children, by vaccination, against tuberculosis, or \"hoordlW cough.
Poor housing conditions are responsible for respiratory and gastro-intestinal
diseases and for the f'requency and seriousness of accidents (pofsoninrt and burns).
They make it also unavoidable, in the case of acute illness, that children should
be hospitalized - hence the constantly increasing proportion of immigrant
children in pediatric wards of European hospitals (30 per cent in Brussels and
Paris, 40 per cent in London in 1972). The adverse psychological consequences
of the complete removal from his normal surroundings are especially acute for
the more vulnerable migrant child.

49. In the World Health Organization working group mentioned above "there ".'as
general agreement that it was not necessary to establish special services to
meet the needs of foreign workers, but that existing services did require
important adaptation and, where necessary, expens i on", §J For the most, part,
additional meaSures should aim at facilitating the use by i~~igrants of
established services. The right approach is, to bring the services to the
immigrants rather than to rely on their finding their 1'laY to the services.
Personal contact with all new arrivals and home visiting should be seen by
health and welfare agencies as an important duty. There is much to commend the
system adopted in some towns in Sweden, whereby selected Irnmi.gr-ant.s who have
been in the country for some years are used to contact newly arrived families;
their first-hand experience in dealing with the health prob.l.ems of their mm
families, and with all the manifold difficulties of settline; down in a new
environment, is made available to newcomers. Various ways have been found of
solving the problems of communication: staff of the same nationality as the

!Y Ibid., p. 13.

2..1 International Children's Centre, Seminar on the Children of' rlif~r('.nt
Workers (Paris, 1973).

§J Health Aspects of Labour Higration, p. 25.
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imnigrants or with a knowledge of their language may be used in the health
services; in Switzerland, the public health authorities provide doctors with
approp:iate phrase books in the languages of the immigrants; in the Federal
Republ~c of Germany, doctors are attached to certain consulates to act as
consultants to local physicians. Extensive health education is essential and
needs to be adapted to the language, culture and level of literacy of" the
migrant groups concerned. The medical care provided in receiving countries
could be more ef:fective if well-conceived health certificates were delivered to
migrants prior to their departure.

50. In accordance with the provisions of multilateral or bilateral instruments,
sickness insurance benefits and socio-medical assistance are as a rule availallle
for immigrants under the same conditions as those obtaining for nationals. It
is again a task of tIle health and welfare services to ensure th~t immigrants
are well informed of the benefits to which they are entitled and the steps
they must take to establish their eligibility.

Education 1/

51. The right of migrant children to enjoy the same educational opportunities
as nationals vas affirmed by the European Economic Community in 1962, as regards
the citizens of other ~1ember States, and by the Council of Europe in 1970.
In 1972, the General Conference of UNESCO invited Member States "to take
concrete measures to fadlitate equality of access to education and of
educational opportunity for foreign migrant workers and their children, and to
improve this educat i on". 8/ In all European countries of immigration, the
legislation concerning compulsory schooling ~ctually applies to all children,
including migrants, ann the latter are admitted to primary schools on an equal
footing with nationals. It has been realized, however, that this important
step towards equality of treatment had to be supplemented by a series of measures
corresponding to the special handic&ps and needs of migrant children for
genuine equality to be achieved.

52. Surveys undertaken in recent years have shown that, in the Geneva primary
school system, 40 per cent of the Spanish children were one year behind, and
20 per cent two years behind their age grades, compared with 22 and 8 per cent
respectively for the tot8l school population; that in London, children in areas
with a high immigrant population were six months behind children of the same
age in th~ rest of England; and that in Paris, Algerian children between
6 and 14 years of age were more than one year behind French pup.iLs of the same
age. Also in France, it has been determined that the proportion of Spanish
children of norma.l school age had declined from 81 per cent at the beginning of

7/ The Question of adu.l.t education for migrants will be dealt with in the
no report.

8/ United Nations Educational~ Scientific and Cultural Organization,
Records of the General Conference, Seventeenth Session. Paris. 1972. vol. I,
ReSOlutions and Recommendations, resolution l.141(c).
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the compulsory schooling period to 37 per cent at the end of' that period;
the corresponding figures were 63 and 35 per cent for Aleerian children
and 47 and 23 per cent for Portuguese children. Hhen comparisons are limited
to migrant groups and local families of Imr socio-economic status, the percentages
of children lagging behind their grades are much closer. In both cases, children
receive little encouragement and help from their parents, poor living conditions
adversely affect their school performance, and in many instances girls are kept
at home to look after younger children while both parents are at work. Unlike
local children, however, migrant children have to adjust to a different
educational system and to learn a different Language Even in the case of
immigrants whose mother tongue is that of the host country, e.g., the 1vest
Indians in the United Kingdom, the language they speak at horee is a separate
language expressing a different culture. The newly arrived illlmip;rant child has
usually gone through the traumati c experience of being separated from one or both
his parents for a more or less lengthy period, Par't i cu'lai-Ly damar;ina is tj,e p1i;'ht
of those children who have entered the country illegally and are secluded for
many months before it is possible for their parents to send them to schooL

53. Without special assistance, it is most Like.ly that immigrant children will
find themselves placed in classes with younger children, whi eh cannot but slow
down their intellectUal development and unnecessarily limit their educatiOnal
achievements. Even worse, they m~ be placed without justification in special
classes for mentally handicapped children. A UNESCO Expert Meeting thought it
especially important that "those whose difficulties were primarily due to
pro"blems of adaptation were not put in such classes. There was a risk that
putting such children in special classes would aggravate their disturbances by
accentuating the causes of maladj us tmerrt ". 9/ The risk of substandard education
may obtain in classes where local children -;re outnumbered by immigrants, which
explains the dispersal policy adopted in the United Kingdom (~rhere a proportion
of one third of immigrant children is considered the maximum accepta.ble in any
school) and in the Federal RepUblic of Germany (where that proportion is
established at one fourth of the pupils). Segregative measures concerning the
education of immigrant children would accentuate that risk, while running
directly counter to the objective of facilitating their social integration.

54. Ways should therefore be found of helping immigrant children gradually to
catch up with local children in the framework of the general school system.
Recommendations to that effect have been formulated by the Council of Europe,
and attempts in that direction have been made in most receiving countries. In
France. "be ginners classes t1 in whi ch instruction in French is provided for one
scholastic year are arranged in two grades - one for children aged 6 to 9 years
and the other for those between 10 and 12 years. Special classes have also been
organized at lower s~condary level for young immigrants entering the country
bet~een.the ages of 12 and 16 years. In the Netherlands, if 10 per cent of the
puplls ln anyone school (representing no less than 15 children) cannot be

2J United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization,
"Report of the E:vpert Meeting on the Education of Foreign Migrant \vorkers and
their Children, Paris, 22-26 October 1973" (ED-73/COIlF.602!9), para. 28.
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reached in Dutch. an extz-a master is aDj~ointed (two if the pupils concerned
total 25 or l1:ore) whose sped fie duty is to bring children as quickly as
possible t.o the po irrt where the;{ can derive full benefit from attending the
normal classes. In the Feder-al, Hepublic of Germa.ny, transi tiona.l e.Lasses are
formed Hithin normal schools for each ['roup of 15 children speaking the s a.me
foreirn Lanruage ; children rel;Jain in these classes, wher-e instru:::ltion is given
in their rsot.her t ongue ana German is taught as a second Language , until they
have acquired nuff'i.cient kno"rledr,:e of Ger-nan . Inert.rucbor-a from Greece, Italy,
Spain and 'l'urkey are pr-ovi ded by their z-esoec't i ve Governments to work a.Longs i de
their German co l Leanues :in such classes. A similar system is folloved in Sweden.
In S,dtzerlund, forei,<m children start, if necessary, in sp~cial admission
c.lassea and an? enrolled as soon as possible in the normal cl.asses corresponding
to their age '\-1here they ore assisted through intensive courses (in small groups
or even individllally) in overcoming their linguistic handicap; moreover,
arrangersente are :~lade to ensure that lin~uistic difficulties do not stand in the
lva...Y of their promotion to further grades. Special admission classes, and
intensi ve tuition ill the national language combined with attendance at normal
classes, arc also found in the United Ki.ngdcm,

55. For such fu'rangetients as those described above to be fully effective, they
should be accompanied by a series of measures that have been enumerated in a
resolution or the Comraittee of r,Hnisters of the Council of Europe: 10/ that
parents be advised berore ellligration of the educational facilities and
requirements of the countz-y of ilf:lDicration; that provision be made for the transfer
of the child f s scholastic record to the receiving country; that the educational
authorities are adviaed in advance of the arrival of the child; that co-operation
be esta.blished bt'twcen educational authorities and teachers in the countries of
emigration and immicration; and thd parents be encouraged to take part in the
school life of their children. Elabol'utinf! on the latter recoremcndatrion , the
ICEM seminar mentioned above has recommended that in neighbourhoods with a
considerable iJ:unigrant population "parent schools 11 should be set up, where
immigrants would be taught the language and at the same time given a better
understanding of the curriculum or their children by establishing contacts with
their children's teachers. 11/ Useful attempts at involving immigrant parents
in school affairs have beenmade especially in Sweden and S\...itzerland.

56. In the umrsco seminar mentioned above, lithe participants :paid par-td.cul.ar'
attention to teacher training as somethine closely linked with the problems of
pupils' school performance. They considered that extra training was necessary

lOt Council of Europe, Consultative Assembly, Twenty-second Ordinary
Sessi;n (Third Part), Documents and Working Papers (Strasbourg, 1971),
document 2880, appendix VIII, resolution (70) 35.

11/ Intergovernmental Committee for European ieiigration, op. c rt .
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for teachers in areas where there was a very high proportion of Lmmigr-antis 11. 12/
In line with a recommendation of that Seminar, the UNESCO secret.ari at has mad;-"
plans for an exchange pr-ogr-amme between sending and receiving countr-i es , the
participants to be teachers, and also social workers, who could benefit from a
closer knowledge of the educational and social services of the countries to
which the migrant workers were going or from which they had come.

57. What has been discussed so far is the need to facilitate the normal
integration of the migrant child into the educational syat.en of the receiving
country. But this has to be done without sacrificing the equally important
objective of maintaining the child in the language and culture of his country
of origin. Such important practical considerations as the possiblity that the
child will return someday to hifl country militate in favour of the bi-cultural
education of emigrants. There are also more fundamental justifications: in the
discussions at the UNESCO seminar, "tihe native culture clearly emerged as an
inalienable element of the individual's personalityll. 13/ It is, moreover, in the
interest of the receiving community not to remain impervious to the cultural
heritage of its guests, and ideally the educational system might play a role
in this connexion. Receiving countries have been slow to realize this dimension
of the problem. The most significant examples are those of Sweden and the
United Kingdom. whose official policy objectives concerning the education of
immigrant children have switched only recently from total assimilation to the
pro~ection of the childrenws cultural differences. Current experiments in
some receiving countries are in line with the finding of the UNESCO seminar that
there is "a vital need to introduce teaching of the mother tongue and to
incorporate it in the official school curriculum. To provide a minimum of four
to five hours of such teaching per week, a reorganization of school time-tables
would be re~uired so as to enable migrant children to attend classes in the
language of the host country under the best possible conditions ... Teaching of
the native culture and language should be continued at secondary level and should
take the place of instruction in the first foreign language ll

• 14/ In 1973,
experimental classes for testing the appropriate methods for achieving such
objectives were started in Belgium, France and Sweden under the sponsorship
of the Council of Europe.

58. There is indeed a need for careful experimentation and research to solve wh~

appears as a most complex problem. Integration and the preservation of one's
cultural identity are to some extent conflicting objectives, and the child
himself is caught between the tvlO r-equi.rement.s , Concretely, what is expected
from him by his family may be quite different from what is expected by his peers,
and the child's response will vary depending on individual circumstances. The

12/ United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization,
!1Report of the Expert Meeting on the Education of Foreign Migrant Workers and
their Chi.Ldz-en , Paris, 22-26 October 1973 fI par 29_ , a. .

13/ Ibid., para. 32.

14/ Ibid. ,.paras. 32 and 33.
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child born in the host country may be particularly reluctant to learn what is
for him almost a foreign language and a foreign culture and what seems to be, to
judge from the community's attitudes towards his parents, more a burden than
an asset.

59. The chances of successfully handling the situation just described are
especially great in the case of children who enter the receiving country
before school age. This would justify some concentration of the resources
available for assistance to migrant children in that age group. The UNESCO
seminar mentioned above recommended that "suitable steps should be taken by the
appropriate authorities of each country to admit as many migrant children as
possible to pre-primary education and to enable them to derive the greatest
possible benefit from i tU. 15/ The most varied examples of help to migrant
children of' pre-school age are offered by Switzerland. In that country ~

nursery schools accept immigrant children on the same terms as nationals and the
education is provided for one or two years prior to compulsory schooling. Some
cantons subsidize private nursery schools for foreign children. The steps t.aken
to facilitate the integration of those pre-school children include the organization
of beginners' classes in the local language; the placing of foreign children,
usually tw'ice a week, in 8vriss fanIilies with children of the same age; the
organization of private language lessons at preferential rates; and the provision
of facilities for trainee nursery school teachers to spend a period of training
in 11 country of emigration. The children thus assisted are generally able to
enter immediately normal classes when the time comes for them to enrol in a
primarly shcoo1.

60. rnle educational opportunities offered to young immigrants beyond the age
of compulsory schooling are among the less satisfactory aspects of the policies
developed in receiving countries on behaLf of migrants. Below-average
performance at primary school, uncertainties about the future and the parents I

lack of financial means account for the fact that youngsters belonging to the
second generation of immigrants.are significantly under-represented in vocational
training and higher-education institutions. Eligibility requirements for
scholarships or other forms of financial assistance are stricter for immigrants
than for native students, Whereas the reverse should be the case. In France,
the Fonds d 'action sociale allocates a portion of its revenue to such assistance,
but the resources so allocated are not equal to the need. For youngsters who
join their families in receiving countries at an age when they are no longer
compelled to go to school ~ the pre-vocational training facilities that they
require have only begun to be d~veloped. In France again, two non-residential
courses for young men were recently inaugurated in the Paris region to provide
such pre-vocational training. It is proposed to extend the system to all
popu.l at i on centres where there is a large number of immigrant families, and in
due course to arrange similar training for young women.

15/ Ibid., para. 26.
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B. The aituat ion in sending countries
_ ... 0_'__"_ .' -->-_.'......- -"_."_..... ,---' -~-----

61. Governments of the labour··exporting countries have manifested deep concern
1;rith the implications of emigration for national deve.l.opnerrt ancl for the weLf'ar-e of
the individuals families and conmun'it ie s involved. It is expressed in their
participation i~ the elaboration of relevant international instruments, in bilateral
negotiations ana. ar-;reernents vlith the authorities of the countries to ilhich their
nationals enri grat.e and in policy decisions and practical measures of assistance
to micrrants. Uhereas the last of these mig}lt take place in the receiving countries,
e. g. ;"the sending of national teachinp staff to participate in the education of
migrant children, much has to be done at home .. vhethe r on behalf of the J'Tlir::rants,
prior to their departure and after they have returned; or on behalf of the f'arri Ly
members left behind durin~ the period of emirration. The authorities of receivinr
countries also play a role in that connexion, particularly at the pre-emi~ration

stare, and it is part of the Government's responsibility in sendin« countries to
ensure that they do so in conformity with the national interest and that of the
migrants themselves.

Prior to emiv.ration

62. In order to form a sound judgement as the basis for their decision to look for
employment abroad, it is essential that prospective emigrants have access to
reliable, readily understood and current inforpmtion on the general livinrr conditions
and specific job opportunities in receivinr countries. Some of those countries
issue brochures on living conditions for distribution by consular offices or
recruitment commissions: among the most effective are those published. by th.e
Federal Republic of Germany and Sweden; which are available in several lan~uages

and cover a wide range of subjects of interest to emi~rants. Of the sendin~

countries, Italy is probably the best equipped with official and voluntary
information services. The Hinistry of Labour and Social TTelfare, the r'Jinistry of
Foreign Affairs; the Prime Hinister 1 s Office and various orp:anizations publish
bulletins and guidelines for emigrants and mi{"rant v1orkers. The radio and television
corporations regularly broadcast a progr-amme illustratinrr the problems the"t
potential ~nigrants may encounter abroad. Information on specific job opportunities
is, of course, provided by the recruitment commissions or the national agencies ..
such as the Algerian National Labour Office - concerned with or~anized e~i~ration.

For movements of labour within the European Economic Community, which are now
almost entirely spont.aneous , there is a well·-orp'anized exchange of information on
job opportunities among the labour exchanges in the various member countries and
potential emigrants have no difficulty in obtaining advice.

63. Some Governments, recruitment commissions and voluntary organi~~tions have
launched programmes to prepare persons who have decided to emigrate. usually those
who have signed an employment contract with a recruitMent apency. for the conditions
they ar-e likely to f'ace in the receivinr country. In the best circumstances, the
preparation includes instruction in the language of the country of immigration and
voc~tional training. Thus; the Spanish Institute of Emigration arran{"e~ courses
on "environmental, pz-eperat.ion ': wh.ich cover instruction in the Language of the
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receiving countrv and inforn1ution on its history, geo["raphy and customs as veIl as
the. condi tions o~ \ml'l~ 0 contracts of er",plovr'1ent and, social security rights 0 The
tral~e:s are adv i sed of the assi stance the Spanish Government can provide in the
r ece aVlll['" country, and for the dependants of emi[(rants "rho remain at home. The
Spanish Institute also orrranizes vocational initiation courses in trades that
emir-rant s "Till f'oLl.ov in receivin,cr countries. The courses are given free of charge
in everrin« classes for a peri od of four months ; they are available in vocational
t.rnirrinr- establishments in 10r,"'e t ouns , and sometimes in the emigrant Y s mm village
by means of molriI.e treininf centres. The Catholic Commission fo~ Nigration wor-ks
in e Lose co-operat i on ~,iith the Spanish Institute; the social iwrl-ers' of the former
interv'; "'" most of those eJ11igratinr:;. The Homen I s Section of the Falange ~ which
has orvtani zed cour-ses on the sarne lines as the Institute, and the Catholic
Conmiaaion pay spec i at attention to the preparation of emigrant women ,

(jl~. In Port-ur-al, Cari tus conducts courses for prospective emigrants. The
nreparrrt ion lasts be'tvreen t.hree and four veeka , durinf" vrhfch time the trainees are
{Tivcm information on the social security syat em , currency, way of life and
HorkinC and livinp; conditions in t.he receiving country, and are introduced to the
Lanrtuage , In 'l'ur-key , a voluntary organization subsidized by the State arranges
classes in German" often 'Hith German instructors, for wor-ker-s about to eI"!i~rate to
the Federal RepUblic of Germany. In the same country, an engineerinp- firm runs a
residential school to train Horkers it intends to employ, and provides a thorough
introduction to the German vay of life. In Yugoslavia., some vocat ionaf. training
programmes hEWC been launched which also include ;lsocio·-pcolitical preparation';
aimed at informinp: emigrants of their rights and duties, of the assistance they
mir~ht expect f'rom the diplomatic and consular missions in the receiving countries,
and of the trade union movements existing in those countries.

65. Preparation for emigration still suffers from many limitations. Apart from
t.he ina.dequa.te scope of existing programmes , these can only Teach those, often
a minority, whose enirration is arranped through official channels. Experience
also shows that the trainees do not fully grasp the importance of their preparation
until. they are confronted iiith the actual problems of adjusting to new living and
.mrldnr conditions. On tht" other hand, the preventive role of such preparation
cannot be over·~estimated. This woul.d justify further joint efforts on the part
of sending and receivinr countries ~ which should include t.he working-out of
well-conceived incentives. Expanded programmes of preparation for emigration
should cater for one category of beneficiaries to which very little attention has
been paid up to now, that is, the wives and children about to rejoin the head of
the family abroad. Children especially, after a long separation from one or both
parents durinr, their orucia1 formative years, have to be prepared for a difficult
period of readjustment and need the skilled assistance of social welfare personnel
sbar-t i njr as soon as the lecision for them to leave has been made.

purin~ emigration

','. 66. The usual pattern of emigration among married vlOrkers is for the father (or
sometiMes the mother) to leave first and to be joined or not by the other family
members at a lat.er stage. For instance. in 1972 in the Federal Republic of Germany,
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74 per cent of the total rore.inn labour force wer-e male married ,mrkers) a.lrroat
half of them liying without their f~lilies. The proportions varied consirlerably
from one nationality to the other: 64 per cent of all mer r-i ed 'rur!,!';, 45 per cent
ol the Yugoslavs and 50 per cent of the. Portu[':uese ver e unaccoJ'1~a~i:c1 ~ .Vhil~ the
proportions were 29 per cent among Ital~ans) 31 per cent ~~onp upanlards an~_
19 per cent among Greeks. A major factor accountinp:. for the s~parati?n).at. 1:8st
temporary, of migrant wor'kers from their dependants a s the poll.cy of l!"J'11grntlO11
countries concerninf the uniting of families. T-fhile this is encourar-ed by
international instruments and bilateral agreements, several i~migration countries
impose a waiting period llhich may be as Lonsr as three years (in the c8.S(;~ of
Yugoslav workers in Switzerland) and other' conditions such as evidence of
adequate housing. The difficulties of finding accommodation anf also of meetin~
the cost of transportation result in considerable delays. It is not uncommon
among Jamaicans in the United Kingdom to Hait up to eight years before l)rin~·in".
over their families. In addition~ the obligation commonly faced by rrouns of
migrant workers such as black Africans to contribute to the support not only of
their wives and children, but also of extended family grou9s, explains ,fily
virtually none of them can afford to have their dependants with ~hem.

67. In cases vhere both parents ernie:rate and the children are left beh i.nd,
arrangements for their care vary accordinr: to local traClitions. In ,Tnmaica, for
instance, children are usually left in the care of a grandmother or other maternal
relatives and when there are no close relatives they are often placed in t 11C care
of step~parents) or guar~ians, who are not as reliable as close relatives. In
Turkey, the care of children is entrusted to the f'at.her-t s closest f;18le relative 
either the ahildrenis uncle or f,randfather. In a nwnber of cases, the frnnily is
split so that some children accompany the parents while others are left behind.
Those left behind are often the youn~est ones, who it is felt would receive closer
care in that l"ay) but it also happens that the older children are left to "101'1:
in the fields and look after the aged ones in the family.
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68. The maintenance of the family members left behind denends to a larr;e ext.errt
on the money sent home by the emi~rant workers. The right of an ~~if,rant to
transfer to his homeland such portion of his wages and savinvs as he ~lishes is
guaranteed by international conventions, and the Euronean Social Charter adonted by
the Council 'of Europe. To encourage emigrants to reI:1it their V8.Ges and savi;'rs,
the national banks in some countries (e. g., Algeria) Turkey) offer t'avour-a'hLe
ra~es of exchang~. There is keen competition between Portuguese banks to hand.Le
t.hi.s type of bus i nes s ; branches for that purpose have been opened in receivinr:
countries, even in bidonvilles. Since the money sent home by enirrant.s corencnl.v
ranges between a quarter and a half of their earnin~s, and .rage levels in receiving
countries often are as much as three times as hi~h as that in the aendi.ng countries,
the wor-ker-s 1 families are generally better off than before emigration. Studit~S

have d?cumented the improved diet and decrease in sickness in narts of southern
Ita~y that were,attributable to the money sent home by emigrants. It h05 been
est'imat.ed that an some Algerian villages 80 per cent of the cash income available
is derived from remittances.
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69.. As a result of bilateral and multilateral treaties and international labour
conventions 9 all of the receivinp countries of t~stern ~urope pay family allowances
to migrant workers for their resident children and 9 in most cases 9 for their
non-resident children as well. Allowances for non-resident children are generally
paid at the prevailing rates in receivin~ countries with the exception of France
where lower rates are app.Lf ed , The procedures for payment differ from country
to country : they are the most effective vrhen, as in the case of Spanish children
whose father works in France 9 allowances are paid directly by social security
ap,encies in the sendin~ country to the mother or whoever is the guardian of the
children. As for other forms of social security, e.g." sickness insurance 9

they depend on the existence of an a~reement bet"reen the sending and receiving
countries. Generally in such agreements the contribution of the erii.g.rarrt worker
to the social insurance system uf the receiving country assures the dependants
in the sending country the benefits to vn1ich they would have been entitled had
they follm·red the worker, provided that similar social security schemes exist in
the country of origin.

70, A major gap in the social protection of the dependants remaining in the home
country is that there is at present no effective legal means to compel an emigrant
to contribute to the support of such dependants 0 Even if both the cauntries
concerned have subscribed to the United Nations or the Hague Conventions on the
recovery of maintenance obligations abroad, 16/ the machinery generally is Lacking
in the sending country to implement them. I~-most sendin~ countries there is no
special arrangement to provide for abandoned dependants. In Spain, the Institute
of Emigration has funds at its disposal to provide assistance in such cases ~

vrhereas some of the abandoned child.ren may find shelter in two homes operated by
the Catholic Emigration Commission. In certain re~ions of Italy there are
special programmes to provide assistance to the families of emigrants in emergency
situations. In YugosLav.i a , a law was passed in 1973, wh i.ch , inter alia, specifies
the duties of emigrant workers towards their dependants left at hom~--

71. Hovever , the rnajor i t.y of emigrant workers not only expect to reduce their
living expenses to the barest minimum in order to send money home (and to save for
the future), but also make every effort to spend part of their annua.L leave vith
their family. In some countries migrant workers are encouraged to do so by such
means as reduced travel fares at certain times of the year and extended leave.
In the Netherlands 0 for instance 0 the afreement yrith the Turkish Government provides
for employers to make travel grants to enable worker-s to visit their families in
Turkey when they have completed their first contract and the contract has been
r enewed, In other countries, some firms allow imrnigrants to vork longer hours in
return for extra leave to be SPE:!lt at home.

16/ Convention on the Recovery Abroad of Maintenance (United Nations 9

TreatY-Series 9 vol. 268 9 p. 4); Convention sur la loi applicable aux obligations
alimentaires-envers les enfants~ Conference de la Haye de Droit International
Prive 9 Receuil des Conventions de la Haye (La Haye, Martinus Hijhoff 9 1973),
p. 32; Convention concernant l~-~<:~nnaissance et l'execution des decisions en
matiere d'obligations alimentaires envers les enfants, Conference de la Haye de
Droit International Prive 9 po 36.
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72. The separation of family mewbers for an unknown lenRth of time threatens the
stability of the fmnily unit. ThUS, in the Serbian region of Yugoslavia the
separation of couples through migration has resulted in a divorce rate of
10 per cent~ while the average rate for the region is 1.5 per cent. Broken
marriages due to emigration in that region are more frequent in the cities (up to
28 per cent) ~ vrhereas the least hit are the small villap:es (5 per cent). The
exposure of the migrating partner to different ways of life adds to the emotional
strains of separation, so that husband and ",ife may gradually become strangers to
each other. The adverse effects of separation upon children are obvious when
both parents have left and they suffer from inadequate care on the part of their
guardians, or when they are abandoned by their natural perent.e : but even in less
extreme circumstances, it is apparent from the children's agsressive or doli~quGnt

behaviour and Lover achievements at school that separation may have a s evero
impact on their emotional and intellectual development. This is confirmed by
many case histories in the files of the International Social Service, hut very
little systematic research has been undert8ken so far on the matter and even less
on the kind of psycho-social help these cbildren require.

73. Not only the families but also the communities of origin suf'f'er' from the
effects of emigration. The decrease in the percentage of the economically active
population is all the more acutely felt as emie,rants are generally dra,~n from
those possessed of greater than average initiative in their respective communities.
Moreover~ in most sending countries the rates of emigration are hir;her in
communities with lower rates of economic activity. The relative affluence created
by the emigrants i remittances is no compensation for the unhealthy social
conditions resultine: from the abnormally high proportion of aged and dependant
persons ~ and the unfavourable sex ratio. Some traditional ar-eas of emigration, for
instance in Greece and Portugal, have lost so many young men that difficulties
are being experienced in maintaining even elementary public services. The
deterioration of the social and economic situation in communities of origin tends
to become permanent in spite of the temporary character of individual mir:ration,
since many of the returning migrants, after they have become accustomed to the
urban way of life in receiving countries, settle in the more industrialized parts
of their home country. .

74. Most of the difficulties experienced by families and communities in thl':'
sending countries are linked to the uncertain duration of migratory novemcrrt e
towards Hestern Europe, Concerted arrangements between receivinr; and s end'i.nn
countries should offer prospective emigrants a clearer choice between a fixed~·term

empLoymerrt and Longer-ct.erm or permanent stay abroad , the latter involvinp: the
migration of families or at least their early reunion. Concerted action is also
necessary to ensure that maintenance obligations are fulfilled~ while receivinr
countries, in return for the benefits they derive from importing foreign Labour ,
should assist in the development of effective social welfare services on behalf
of the workers' dependants in sending countries and conduct their recruitment
operations in a way which would avoid the further deterioration of economic and
social life in areas of traditionally intensive emie;ration.
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After emigration_---..M----

75. The return of emie;rants to their country of om.ga,n takes place under- varying
circumstances. Migrants may come back after a short and unsuc~essful experi ence
abroad, or after several years. The return movements may involve migrant
families, or unaccompanied worker-s 9 or again workers who had left alone and f'orme d
a family while abroad. It is knovn , for instance, that from 1960 to 197'0 in the
Federal RepUblic of GermanY9 19.000 marriages wer~ contracted involvinF Yugoslav
vorkers "" 5~OOO among Yu;~osl('.vs and ll.~ ,nno betveen Yugoslavs and Germans .
Returnin~ children may have been born in the host country or arrived there at an
early age, or they may be older children with a short or extensive period of
school attendance abroad. There are 9 unfortunatelY9 no si~nificant data available
on the returning children's profiles. The potential benefits of emigration as
a worki.ng , educational and social experience that vcrkers and their fe,mily members
can use to their advantage after their return depend, for their realization, on
the extent to which wigrants have been able to find what they were seekin~ abroad 
skills 9 knOWledge, savings - and at the same time to'maintain their cultural links
with the home country. ~1uch depends also on the assistance they receive 9 once they
are back, in the process of their occupational and social reintegration.

76. Neither in receiving nor in sending countries have satisfactory arranpements
been made in order to maximize the economic benefits of labour migra.tion .. that is,
to enable migrant workers to acquire skills that.would correspond to the
developmental needs of their country of origin. Against this generally negative
background, the possibilities of helping individual returnees' successful
occupational reintegration are necessarily limited. Even so, it seems that in
sending countries. l1apar t from a few exceptions, the institutions concerned have
concentrated mainly on emigration proper and much less on reintegration in the
socio-economic system on return 9 which is the crucial point and can already of
itself, according to the way in which it is dealt with, constitute a sdurce ei~her

of benefits or of negative consequences for the country's deve lopment ", 17/ There
are only isolated examples of efforts made to prepare migrant workers for their
return~ to allow them opportunities for re-training, to recognize the qualifications
they have acquired abroad, and to facilitate their actual re-employment.

77. In Greece 9 Italy and Yugoslavia action is taken to advise emigrants abroad
of vacant positions at home, whi Le Spanish emigrants may apply for admission to
re-training centres before they return. Vocational courses for re-training
returnees seem to be best developed in Portugal and Spain. The problem of
recognizing qualifications obtained abroad has nOlvhere been satisfactorily solved.
Even within the Eur-opean Economic Community there.are, as yet, no arrangements
for harmonizing the standards bf professional training. Only some of the
certificates awardea by vocational training institutions in France are recognized
in Algeria 9 and by institutions in the Federal RepUblic of Germany in Greece.
Particular difficulties seem to be experienced by returning migrants who consider

17/ Organisation. for Economic Co-operation and Development, Seminar o~

International Higration in its Relationship to Industrial and Agricultural
Adjustment Policies, Vienna~ May 1974 (Paris, in pUblication). Conclusions,
para. 4.
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t.nemse.lves qualified for admission to the public service. Opportunit,ies for the
re-employment of returnees are better" and assistance to that end more effective,
in the more industrially developed of the sending countries such as Italy and
Spain~ but few return on better terms: it has been estimated that the percenta~e
of emigrants who have become skilled workers while abroad and are able to move lnto
skilled occupations upon their return to Italy is between 10 and 15 per cent. In
other sending countries, the higher expectations of returnees are hard to reconcile
with the stagnating employment situation and, sometimes, the cautious attitude of
prospective employers towards those who have worked abroad.

T8. The most successful returnees are probably those who possessed either
agricultural land or a business and had migrated for the specific purpose of saving
enough to be able to develop one or the other. In this class also are emigrants
from rural areas whose motive was, through the savings acquired abroad, to free
themselves from debt or to purchase a piece of land. Greece and Turkey have
developed loan and credit policies to help returning emigrants invest their savings
in small businesses. However, a much higher proportion of returned emigrants were
employed in the tertiary sector than in the industrial and agricultural sectors of
the economy of the receiving countries. This in part explains why a high proportion
of them actually move from their native, rural community to the urban areas of the
home country. For those who do not succeed in their new trade, re-emigration
may be the only answer.

19. The economic reintegration of women seems to be particularly difficult since,
in many cases~ there are hardly any job openings that could not be occupied by
Qualified women available in the country. The level of unemployment is often higher
among women than among men. The changes in social status of returnees are much
more pronounced for women than for men. Women may have experienced abroad more
freedom, independence and responsibility and therefore a feeling of emancipation
that makes the process of readaptation to the home situation particUlarly painful.
For those of them whose emigration was the first oppo:tunity to participate in
economic activities, it is doubtful whether they will accept to move back to the
condition of housewives as easily as they accepted to move from the family to the
factory. Many instances of women's re-emigration may probably be explained by
these circumstances.

80. The UNESCO seminar mentioned earlier has stressed that lithe return of
emigrants frequently raises considerable difficulties as regards their reintegration
into the education system". 18/ These difficulties vary according to the age of
ch.i.Ldr'en , their length of stay abroad, and the nature of the educational
facilities made availabie to them in the receiving country. At one extreme there
is the child who was born abroad or migrated at pre-school age, and was able to enter
the education system of the country of immigration and to -progress through it'dn the
normal manner. Such a child may be unabllie to·read'and write in his native language
and have a limited knowledge of. thegiCiterature, history and culture of his, country

) ...

18) United Nations Educational,
'I -'Report of the Expert Meeting on the
their Children, Paris, 22-26 October

Scientific and Cultural Organization,
Education of Foreign Migrant Workers and
1973'; 0 para. 45.
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of origin; if so, he is virtually an immigrant in his homeland. Furthermore,
compulsory education in the country of origin may have a shorter duration than in
the country of immigration (e.g., five years in Turkey against nine years in most
receiving countries). If the child has reached the age limit for such education,
he will be at a disadvantage compared to national students in a vocational
training or higher education establishment not only on account of a possible
language handicap, but also because he will continue to think in the language in
whi ch he has 'been educated. At the other end is the child who has completed his
compulsory schooling before emigration. If his parents' stay abroad is short there
is no major problem of reintegration on return, except that if the child aspires
to further training the time spent outside t.he country may be wasted. If the
child remains abroad for an extended period, his social and occupational
reintegration is likely to be much more difficult. Between these two extremes are
the children whose compulsory education was interrupted by emigration, and whose
integration in the educational system of the rec~iving country is disrupted by
re-emigration. Such children, if they return while still under compulsory school
age, are particularly difficult to accommodate in the educational system. Much
of what they had been taught in the home country is forgotten, and they have not,
or only just, reached the point of assimilation of instruction given in the
country of immigration. While emigration and re-emigration can be traumatic
experiences for adults, they are even more so for a child with the added problems
of adjusting to different educational systems. The child has a foot in both
systems brrt is sure of his place in neither.

81. Reference can only be made here to what has been said earlier of the
importance, in the receiving countries, of maintaining children in the language and
culture of their country of origin. Studies undertaken by the Italian educational
authorities have shown that migratit children thus educated face no serious
difficulty in resuming schooling in their home country. and that often the
experiences acquired abroa~ have influenced favourably their intellectual capacity.
For the many less fortunate, however, their adjustment or re-adjustment to the
national educational system would require remedial measures similar to those
applied in the case of new arrivals in receiving countries. Such measures have
been advocated by the Committee of Hinisters of the Council of Europe, in a
resolution adbpted in 1970, and more recently at the seminar organized by UNESCO,
Up to now, none of the sending countries seems to have tackled in any significant
way the educational problems of children returning from abroad, which is all the
more understandable as many of those countries are still struggling to ensure the
access of all children to basic education. One can only note the arrangements made
in Italy and Spain for recognizing the school diplomas acquired abroad.

82. An important aspect of the social welfare of migrant workers after their
return to the home country concerns the maintenance of their acquired social
security rights. The question has been solved multilaterally for workers
circulating within the area of the European Economic Community. Thus, say, an
Italian who has been employed in France and the United Kingdom would be able to
add the periods he has worked in each to the time he has worked in Italy to
qualify for old-age pension in his home country or whichever of the other member
States in which he has worked and where he chooses to retire to. The same applies
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to all other benefits for which a qualifying period is required. For the nationals
of other sending countries~ a series of bilateral agreements allow for the payment
of a benefit in a country other than the one in whi.ch the right was acquired to
the extent to which the social security institution in the sending country makes
similar provision for its own wo rker's , Some bilateral agreements a.l.Lox.... for the
payment of unemployment, sickness and maternity benefits by the social security
i.nstitutions of the receiving country for a short period after the \-701'ke1's have
returned; thereafter the returnees must qualify in their O~l country. The ri~ht to
compensation arising from injuries sustained at work is covered by so extensive a
net.work of agreements and international labour convent.Ions that benefits may
practically be paid in all countr.i es supplying labour to 'YTestern Europe. Only some
agreements, for instance those passed by Switzerland with Italy and YUGoslavia,
provide for the cumulation of rights (and for the transfer of contributions) as
regards old age and disability pensions. There are still many cases where workers
reaching retirement age will receive a less favourable pension if they have spent
part of their active life abroad than if they had not.

C. Variations in the problems and needs of migrants: examples
from Africa and Latin America

83. The examples which follow, describing the situation in Africa and Latin
America, have been selected to illustrate the wide range of social problems
associated with international migration. i''1ig1'ations to Ghana and the Ivory Coast
from the Upper Volta, to South Africa from Lesotho and Mozambd que , to Argentina
from Bolivia, Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay, and to Venezuela from CoLomb i a , seem to
offer a meaningful sample. The movements described range from the seasona.l to the
de I'i.mt i.ve , and from the strictly-organized to· the largely clandestine. The
generally healthy condition of some of the migrant groups involved contrasts with
the severe plight of others. The kinds of housing, health, educational and social
security problems encountered by migrants, and their difficulties of adaptation, as
well as the way in .which they are assisted in solving these problems, also vary
considerably from one type of migratory movement to another.

Migration to Ghana and the Ivory Coast from the Upper Volta

84. Workers from the Upper Volta emigrating to Ghana find either seasonal
emp.Loyment; on the plantations and farms, or work - sometimes for long periods - in
the mines. For the former, migration means very little change in their way of life,
and no distinction appears to be made between immigrant and national seasonal
workers. The plantations and large farms are required to provide medical
facilities which rudimenta~- as they may be, are probably as adequate as the
services in the home area of immigrants; these, moreover, have equal access with
nationals to such pUblic health facilities as are available. The immigrants,
except in respect of injury sustained at work, are not covered by social insurance;
as almost all of them are drawn from the subsistence agricultural sector in the
Upper Volta, they are not covered in their own country either.

85. The ,proportion of women t~cing part in annual migrations is increasing; while
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most of them are accompanying their husbands, there are some who do so on their
own. Some of the plantations provide a creche, but it is unusual for young
children to accompany their parents. This appears to be related not to the
possible, effect of emigration on the child, but to the custom of placing young
children, particularly the first and second, with their grandparents for rearing.
As for the older children, their stay in the host country is too short to re~uire

the provision of educational facilities.

86. Those from the Upper Volta gravitating to the mines almost always seleqt those
in which many of their countrymen are employed. Indeed, in some there are so many
emigrants from the Mossi tribal areas of the Upper Volta that they have become .
known as "Mossi mines". Around these have grown villages in which the social
structure of the homeland is reproduced, and which are ruled by Mossi chiefs whose
authority is recognized in both Ghana and the Upper Volta. These communities do
much to ease the transition from subsistence farming to industrial employment for
new immigrants.

87. Although many of the mine workers remain for short periods, there are also
semi-permanent and permanent immigrants. Only about one eighth of those employed
in the mines stay for more than five years. The majority return sooner or later to
their tribal area, as few are prepared to sever completely their tribal connexions;
to do so would involve the loss of the right to use tribal land, which to most of
them represents a form of social security if not the only means of providing for
their old age. Those who remain permanently may have been fortunate enough to
obtain pensionable posts in the public services, or their children have found
employment in Ghana. Others, having acquired a little capital, become petty
traders; the women are partiCUlarly evident in this respect.

8B. There do not appear to be any special arrangements for the education of the
children of immigrant workers. They are free to attend the national primary
schools if there are places avaiLab.Le , and because Ghana has one of the most
extensive educational systems in Africa, many are able to do so. In 1960, of the
foreign labour in Ghana, 85 per cent had never been to school, but 30 per cent of
the aliens born in the country had had a school education. This is reflected in
the occupational levels of the second-generation aliens; whereas few of the
foreign-borr. had been successful in acquiring a skilled trade or entering the
clerical profession, many of the locally born have been able to do so. In
agriculture, a higher percentage of the latter managed their own farms than did
those born abroad. The percentage of non-national children who are able to
proceed to higher_educational establis0~ents is about half that of the nationals,

89. The seasonal migration from the Upper Volta to the Ivory Coast differs but
slightly from that to Ghana. An agreement was concluded between the two countries
in 1960, according to which the former should supply labour for the plantations of
the Ivory Coast, and collect a fee for each worker. The agreement stipulates the
rates of wages that should be paid; that a reception centre should be established
at Bouake , where migrants may stay while waiting to be assigned work (the average
stay being three days); free transport and lodcings should be. provided for the
immigrant worker and his family up to two wives (but the majority of immigrants are
unmarried or prefer to leave their families at home and send them money).
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90. In addition to the seasonal workers ~ it is estimated that in 1965 there were
some l35 DOOO persons from the Upper Volta residi~g in the.urban.areas ~f the
Ivory Coast, the majority of ..rhom were employed a.n the pr1vate lndustr i.aL sector.
Immigrants from the same area tend to engage in the same c~.ass of work: 'I'hey
become identified with their occupations, and grawlally tr1bal and soclal
gradations become conjoined. Associations are formed which often exhibit tribal
characteristics to a degree which may result in hindering integration, but they
serve a useful purpose in providing informal reception services for new immigrants.

91. The above-mentioned agreement stipulates that immigrants shall be provided with!
accommodation to a specified standard by their employers. Immigrants also benefit
from the legislation re~uiring industrial' employers and large plantations to
provide medical services Dwhile they have equal access with nationals to pUblic
health services. They are covered by the national social insurance scheme which'
includes old age~ disability or survivors I pensions, and maternity benefits for
employed women. Old age and other pensions are paya'hl.e abroad. Family allowances
are payable to insured employees with one or more children; it is not kno'nl if
these allowances are payable in respect of non-resident children, but in v i ev of
the difficulty of verifying claims, it appears unlikely.

92. Seasonal migration in this region seems, on the Whole) beneficial to all
parties concerned - the migrants, their relatives who remain at hcme, the sending
and receiving countries. The relative backwardness of agriculture in the sending
areas can hardly be attributed to migration, Which, quite to the contrary, has
been responsible for the introduction of improved agricultural implements. It is
true that periodic movements of a large n.umber of persons can contribute to the
spread of disease, making it almost impossible to control malaria and the spread
of parasitical infections. But this is largely due to spontaneous m.igration, as
migrants recruited under official arrangements undergo medical examination prior to
emigration and on the termination of their employment. Longer-term migration can
put a strain on family life, as wives and children accompanying or following the
migrant workers remain a minority. On the other hand, the extended family structure
of the African type can acconunodate the absence of its members.

~igration to South Africa from Lesotho and Mozambique

93. For more than a century there has been emigration from Lesotho to what is now
the RepUblic of South Africa. The majority of the emigrants are recruited for the
mines through agencies established in Lesotho. A recruit could "si.gn on" for a
tour of 120, 180 or 270 eight-hour shifts; nearly 90 per cent choose the 180 shift
contract, as this involves a continuous stay in the Republic of only seven months
and does not interfere with agricultural duties. Employers other than the mines
'who desire to employ a Sotho must apply for a lino cbj ec't i.on" certificate, which is
granted only if the vacancy cannot 'be filled by an indigenous Bantu. The
certificate st i.pul.a't es the point of entry and the departure and the permitted length
of staYD which in no case exceeds two years. Except in the border areas, the few
Bothos who take agricultural employment in Sou~h Africa generally remain for just
under one year.
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94. None of the immigr~nts is allowed to have his family join him. -Any Sotho in
employment who wishes to return to visit his relatives must obtain a signed
statement from his employer to the effect that he has been given leave of absence
between certain dates. If the leave is over-s~ayed re-entry to South Africa may
be refused. There is no guarantee that the immigration authorities will ~permit

re-entry; a change in the labour market situation could result in the border being
closed. An oscillating pattern of migration has thus been eat.ab.Lished , of varying
length and volume according to the needs of the economy, Which assures the Republic
a supply of labour at a coutrolled price with little regard being paid to the
consequences for migrant groups and the sending country.

95. Those aspiring to work in the mines are medically examined before recruitment
and again on joining the mine; any found unfit at the second exanlination are sent
home at the expense of the mine. A period is allowed for acclimatizati~n, which
often is spent in physical exercises in a room heated to the temperature likely to
be encountered in the mine. Mine workers are quartered in hostels built in
compounds to which visitors rarely are admitted. The large number of males living
in close proximity has given rise to such social evils as drunkenness and
homosexuality. The arduous work in conjunction with dietary deficiencies has led
to an increase in tuber-culosis. A recent study on "beri-beri revealed -the highest
incidence among workers accommodated in hostels, which was attributable to
excessive drinking and neglecting to take proper meals. Promiscuity has resulted
in the spread of venereal disease, and the oscillating system of migration tends
to carry the infection to the rural areas of origin.

96. Although the emigrants send remittances to help support their dependants, the
amount transferred averages only 20 per cent of their earnings. Whereas, under
the normal system of subsistence farming, any surplus would "be shared among the
extended family, the remittances are regarded as personal possessions. Much of
the earnings and savings of the emigrants are spent on consumer goods and trashy.
semi-durables. Some save enough to buy an ox for ploughing, but it has been said
that most of the returnees take nothing back with them but the undesirable
consumption habits they have acquired abroad.

97. While the adult male members of the family are away the cu~tivation of the
su"bsistence crops and the care of the livestock devolve on those le~t behind -
the women, adolescents and the aged. The consequences are only partly mitigated
when the males are able to return for the ploughing and harvesting. Not only does
agricultural production decrease, but the necessary conservation works are not
carried out, which in turn further diminishes the output and so strengthens the
motivation to emigrate. A vicious.spiral has been established.

98. The absence of the head of the household often leads to the br-eakdown of'
family life and parental authority and tutelage. The youngsters who otherwise
would be attending school are needed to look aft~r cattle. This has led to the
intrOduction of arrangements whereby the young herdsmen take turns at going to
school. Their progress, in comparison \·dth those who are able to attend school
regularly, is so poor that many become discouraged and turn their back7 on
education, looking only to the time when they will be old enough to emlgrate to
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the mlnes. The absence of the male parents prevents their agricultural experience,
scanty as it may be, from being passed on to their sons.

99. The adverse consequences of emi grat i on are especially painful for the wife.
She may be vithout news of her husband for considerable periods. In addition to
her need for money and her lack of physical strength to cope with many of the
far.ming chores, there is loneliness and worry. The husband may have met with an
accident, or formed an attachment, temporarily or permanently, with some other
woman, both of which are not uncommon. The immigration control makes it almost
impossible for her to make inquiries.

100. A less unsatisfactory situation obtains in the case of emigration to the
Republic of"South Africa from Mozambique, thanks to the regulations established by
a convention concluded in 1928. The maximum period of service in the mines is
limited to 18 months, the initial contract being for 313 shifts (12 months) and a
subsequent contract for 156 shifts. After the first nine months I service and
during any period of re-engagement, one half of the wages earned has to be paid on
the worker's return to Mozambique. A Mozambiqui is not permitted to re-emigrate
unless he has remained six months in the country•

.101. Recruitment in certain areas is restricted in order to prevent too great a
reduction in the number of males of working age, which has the effect of
maintaining the production of subsistence crops. The emigrant's family generally
is able to support itself during his absence. The payment of deferred wages in the
country of origin ensures that at least a portion of the earnings are ploughed
back into the agricultural holding. The same sort of social situations arise as in
Lesotho, but their effects appear to be less serious as the pressure to emigrate is
not so great, and the en~orced break between contracts allows tribal and family
associations to be maintained.

Migration to Argentina from neighbouring countries

102. A distinguishing feature of intra-continental migration in Latin America is the
high proportion of illegal immigrant s , In Argentina, wh.i ch receives immigrants from
the contiguous countries of Bolivia, Chile, Paraguay and Uruguay, the legal
immigrants enjoy the same social protection as nationals; the only restrictions are
that they neither may be employed in the civil service or the armed forces, nor own
land or buildings within a zone 150 kilometres deep from the frontier that
separates their country of origin from Argentina.· Under a treaty ",ith Chile, the
length of stay of a non-seasonal worker, other than a mine worker, is limited to
three years; mine workers may enter and leave as they please, all that is required
from them being a valid Chilean identity card. The immigrants from Uruguay cannot
be distinguished ~rom Argentines: the legal ir~igrants are soon assimilated, and
many of the clandestines are able to regularize their position. A large proportion
of the Paraguayan immigrants take up agricultural employment under conditions that
are very similar to those in their own country; of those who drift to the towns, the
men, legally or illegally, find work as labourers, while many of the women obtain
employment in domestic service or in the textile factories - which tends to be
rejected by Argentine women. A treaty with Bolivia permits the entry of seasonal
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workers and t.he i r f~Ullilh!S:, but, the latte~ are }:roh:i.>1.ted '::com t aki.ng
elJlploym~mt•

103. 'rhe case of the I:,cli vi ans illustrates, perhaps in an extreme form, the lack
of effecti ve social pr-ot.ect i on for the seasonal and illegal immigrant wprkers.
AGents of tne Sllra.r companies tour Eolivia to recruit labour for the harvesting of
the sugar cane , U~Hlflll:f those family nroups 'Ji th the large:s1.. number of members of
\-Iorking at~e are 'chosen firt,t; a.lthough dependants are legally prohibited from
worki ng , their labour is t't;sent.inl as the head of the family working alone could
not earn enough to lt~lint;(dn t.hen, As scan as immigrants reach their destination
they are r(:'\lui red. t,o build the shack that will be their living quarters for the
next six months. There is neither running water nor sanitation. An indication of
the i.nsen i t.a ry condition of the accommodation is civen by the fact that it is the
practice to burn tht~ shachs vhen the workers leave.

104. MedicFll ser-v i.cas are available on the plantations, but often they are
reserved for vorkera the manafement cannot replace. Illegal immigrants are not
covered by any social insurance, although they may be required to contribute up
to 6 per cent of their earrrings to the existing schemes. The plantations are
required t.o provide an issue of milk to children under six years of age and
schooling facilities t<.1the older ones. As even young children are needed to help
their parents in t.h~~ cane fields ~ the latter requirement is seldom honoured. It is
onen to queutIon , of ccurne , whe-ther the children would have received any formal
education in th(~ir homeland since Bolivia has the highest illiteracy rate in
South Ameri(~a.

105. About 30 per cerrt of the i~olivians entering each year remain illegally in
Arf',entina. They move from one har-vest; to another or settle wherever they can find
work. 'l'ht"ir illep;al sb at.us precludes them from seeking employment, purchasing
land or tl,,·ellinrs., or renting accorsaodatd on , The only course open to them is to
take under-pa.id ,}obs ....ith an eI:l'iployer,who is prepared to risk a fil)e if he is
discovered, and to build shacks , from vhatever material they can procure, on
waste ground - oft(~n form~r r(~fused.llmps. Around most, of the cities insanitary
agglomerations of' t hese shacks have grovn to the size of small towns with
popul.at i ons of several thousands. Not only do these slums segregate their
inlm,bitnnt!i f:ron~ the local cOlrmiunity, but their presence arouses active hostility.
Im.'1ligrant~, are not the only dwellers in these villas miserias; a. large part is made
up of national mirrants,. attracted to t,he area by the elusive prospect of high
~;af!e5, and t h(~ aoct ally mala.d.lusted to be founc1 in any large city.

lOG. Governr.:tmt. t\uthorities have embarked on an ambitious housing programme in order
to clell.r the villas miserias, to rehouse up to 70,000 families first in "transLt.Lon
cent res " and then on nev estates ..,here hous i.ng can be bought at low cost. The
progrfili'l.'ne ~mn1ies to areas heavily popul.ated by immigrants; not only are these
eligible fo~' the prograttmU~t but, advantage is being taken of it to regularize their
legal status in the country. Another larpe-scale housing programme has been
launched to deveLon the regions along the national frontiers: approximately
~5,OOO hous i ng llnit!~ are planned to be built in 11 ~or;tier zonee , whose social
lnfrastrlt,~t~urc muet at so be developed. Expr-ens pr-ova saon has teen made for access
to the prop;ramroe lJ,)t foreigners as well as nationals. .,
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107. The social effects in Bolivia of the emigration of some 20~,000 nationals
each year and the permanent loss of some tens of thousands of 1ts labour force,
are not known vith any certflinty, but they prob(l.bly are relatively slight. The
movement t~(es place in family units~ so thaG there can be little disruption of
family life attributable to emigration pe~, although t.he- conditions under which
migrants are forced to live could affect this issue. Since the Bolivian migran~ is
a landless man, the loss of his labour does not SUbstantially affect the ner capita
consumption of subsistence crops. The meagre sum each head of a family is able to
bring back to Bolivia, if and when he returns, can have no impact on social
structure ~ and very little on consumption habits.

Migration to Venezuela from Colombia

108. The Colo~bian labour force is generally poor. In the agricultural sector
holdings are very small and seldom able to support more than two persons. ~lliile

that is true for the whole country, it has particular relevance for the provinces
bordering on Venezuela, which are separated by the Andes from the more developed
areas in the west. The option open to the landless Colombian is not vThether but
where to emigrate. As there is widespread unemployment in the urban centres ~ the
logical choice is Venezuela; it is nearer, and there is work to be found. The
emigration is definitive, and the greater part of it is cLandestine; of the
estimated 600,000 Colombians in Venezuela only about 100,000 are there legally.
The possibilities offered to those illegal immigrants who have lived in Venezuelu
for at least two years to regularize their situation seem to be seldom used.

109. There does not appear to be any significant adverse effect on the economy or
social structure in the areas of emigration that are attributable to the movement.
There is no question of the production of staples decreasing on account of l~ck of
labour to cultivate the land. If any remittances are made, they' are likely to be
too small to affect the consumption patterns of the recipients. The migrants'
wages are low and either they send for their families or marry locally; in either
eventuality the remittances cease.

110. The illegal immigrant in Venezuela is without civil rights; he cannot own real
estate and certain other forms of property (e.g. a car) or even legally marry. He
is liable to imprisonment or deportation if he attracts the attention of the
authori ties. Between 8,000 and 10,000 are expelled each year. Those who can stay
usually find work in the sectors that largely have been abandoned by Venezuelans 
agriculture and domestic service. 'l'he living and working conditions of the
immigrants who find employment on the ranches and farms are certainly no worse, and
more often than not better, than those they vere accustomed to in Colombia. The
illegal immigrant who moves to the town may be forced to accept substandard wages,
and very inferior accommodation. Legal immigrants in Venezuela, While generally
having equal rights wi t.h nationals as regards vo rk'ing conditions, are required to
hold a work permit. Certain occupations are closed to them, and their number in
any enterprise is controlled.

111. The legal immigrant in employment is eligible for the same benefits as the
~national worker and, unlike in Colombia, the agricultural employee is included in
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the social insurance system. He is, however, at a disadvantage compared to his
Venezuelan counterpart in that, if he returns to Colombia, his old-age pension is
commuted to a lump sum equivalent to 110 more than five years' annual benefits.
The wife of an insured legal immigrant is entitled to cash maternity grants. The
medical services in Venezuela are in advance of many of the Latin American
countries; all workers, regardless of their legal status, are eligible to use the
facilities, and the privilege is extended to their families. The children of
legal and illegal immigrants may attend Venezuelan schools to the extent to which
there are places available. There is a reciprocal arrangement between the tYTO

countries Whereby children in the border regions attend the school nearest to
their home, irrespective of whether it is in Colombia or Ven~zuela.

112. In some of the frontier provinces of Venezuela the population is r-epor-t.ed to
be 50 per cent Colombian. There is no difficulty in assimilation; indeed, it is
probably incorrect to use this term as, in these zones, the majority of the
nationals are of the same ethnic stock as the immigrants. In the towns of the
interior, Colom1Jians are said to be easily assimilated in the host communities, but
it is assimilation with the lower strata. Within the little world of the rancho,
villa luiseria or favela, there is always some degree of integration based on the
common bonds of poverty and low hope. .

D. Requirements for action

113. The diversified picture of international migration given above has included
reference to the existing programmes developed on behalf of migrant workers and
their f'amiLi es in both the receiving and sending countries. There is evidence that
most existing progr-anmes are only partially adequate. There are also some more
specific conclusions to be derived from available experience, Which relate to
the desirable orientations of social pOlicies for migrants in the future.

114. First, the issue of equal versus differential treatment of migrants and
nationals, with which policy planners are faced everywhere, requires in most cases
a balanced approach. Any differential treatment of migrants that can lead to or
aggravate discrimination must obviously be avoided, and the situation in Western
Europe, Afri ca , Latin America or elsewhere shows that a number of problems
confronting international migrants are shared by nationals of similar
socio-economic status. However, the principle of equality of treatment may be in
some cases of limited applicability. The education of migrant children.probably
offers the most meaningful example; ensuring the equal access of all children to
educational facilities is a necessary first step, which needs, however, to be
supplemented with special provision aimed at removing the particular handicaps
from which migrant children are SUffering; moreover, the needs peCUliar to those
children - particularly that of maintaining their original language and culture,
in the case of non-permanent migration - call for novel and carefully-conceived
arrangements. Neither the common treatment of all children nor segregated
facilities for those of foreign origin could be the right answer. Migrant
children should be helped to adapt to the requirements of the normal curriculum,
and the curriculum adapted to the requirements of migrant children. Equality of
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treatment requires special assistance in all situations Hh:re the lack 0: such
assistance would actually result in unequal access to serv~ces and benef~ts;

moreover~ housing~ health or social security and education needs of migrants are
such that equal access to existing services is not the full answe r , so that
differential treatment is necessarily called for.

115. Secondly, it is a general principle of social policy that preventive action
should be given preference, whenever possible,' over remedial act i c.n, Often,
however, remedial actions come first and preventive programmes tend to be
developed at later and more progressive stages of social policies. Existing
activities on behalf of migrants include such preventive measures as the medical
screening of applicants for employment abroad, which is a common feature of all
prv~ran~es of organized migration. But on the whole, existine provision is
largely of a remedial nature, when it is not merely palliative. Hhat is lacking
is the 101lger-term perspective which is a prerequisite for the development of
sound preventive programmes. Such programmes also call for concerted action
betveen receiving and sending countries on a large scale; preparation for
emigration, preparation for return, as well as progress in the exchange of
information and the training of staff as the basis for more effective prevention in
the fields of health, education or social welfare, should be the joint concerns of
both groups of countries.

116. Finally, the responsibility of Governments for the welfare of migrant workers
and their families should be clearly established. This is not to say that the
valuable role pla¥ed by voluntary organizations should be reduced, or that pUblic
financing of social progrwmnes should be preferred to contributions from the
employers of foreign labour. The point at issue is that the responsibilities of
the Governments of receiving and sending countries for controlling labour
movements across their borders should encompass the social as well as the economic
aspects of international migration, since the two aspects are closely interrelated.
It is generally recog~ized that, in the receiving countries, economic policies
involving the employment of foreign labour should develop in accordance with the
national interest and not only in response to the needs of individual firms, and
that in the sending countries, the implications of labour emi~ration for
development are a major national concern. But the economic benefits derived from
international lmgration entail, for the national communities affected,
corresponding obligations, and Governments alone are in a position to ensure that
these obligations are fulfilled, that the scope of social programmes on behalf of
migrants is commensurate to the migrants t contribution to development and that the
necessary arrangements are made for enhancing the effectiveness of such progrmnmes
through appropriate co-ordination at the national level and irrternational
co-operation.
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III. INTERNATIONAL ACTION IN THE FIELD OF r'lI(}:RATION

117. A number of international organizations. whether governmental or
non-governmental, are active in the field of international migration. Some
these organizations are concerned with certain aspects of migration~ others
a broader interest "hich has intensified in recent years, particularly with
to migratory movements in Hestern Europe. The following paragraphs provide
information on the main organizations active in the field of international
migration and review their activities, with particular reference to their current
progr81lllTles.

A. International organizations active in the field of migration

n8. WIthin the United Nations family, the United Nations itself and its regional
economic commissions are competent to deal, inter alia, with the demogr-aphi c ,
human rights and social aspects of migration~~ernationalLabour
Organisation (110) is concerned with the eg~ality of treatment of migrant workers
and with all matters concerning their employment. working conditions, trade union
rights and social security. The 1.1orld Health Organization is particularlY
concerned vd th human migration from an epidemiological point of view, and.
otherwise deals with the health of migrant groups as part of its endeavours to
improve the health and social conditions of the community as a whole. The United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) is interested
in the study of migration and in the promotion of equality of educational
opportunity and treatment for migrant workers and their children.

119. Among intergovernmental organizations outside the United Nations system. the
main specialized body is the Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration,
founded in 1951 with the aim of arrang~ng for the transportation of European
migrants overseas and facilitating their processing and settlement. t10st regional
organizations, including the Council of Europe and the. European Economic Community~

are active in the field of international migration. Within the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development, the Manpower and Social Affairs Committee
and the Development Centre have pr~grammes in that field.

120. Among non-gove rnment al, organizations, those which are primarily concerned with
international migration or have established specialized SUb-bodies include the
International Council of Voluntar,y Agencies (Refugee and Migration Commission), the
International Catholic Migration Commission, the l;{orld Council of Churches
(Secretariat for Nigration) and the International Social Service. Assistance to
international immigrants is among the objectives of charitable organizations such
as Caritas Internationalis. The International Children's Centre, the International
Federation of Settlements and Neighbourhood Centres, -the International Union for
Child Helfare and the 'I\lorld Young' !,Tomen' s Christian Association have recently
launched projects relating to international migration in accordance with their
specific interests. This list is far from exhaustive.

I . . .
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B. Types of existing intern~:.iol?al_~tj0l'!.-------- ._----_.---_.- - ,--

Legislative ~~tio~

121. 1he international conventions adopted bv the International Labour Organisation,
including the Migration for Employment Convention (Revised) 1949 (1\10. (7) and related
legislative activity, are described in the contribution sl.fbmitte~ sel)i).rately by the
ILO to the Commission for Social Develo~nent at the present seSSlon. Several major
instruments adopted by the United Nations either in the form of conventions, like the
Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discr iminat ion , or in the form
of declarations, like the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, as Hell as a number
of resolutions of the General Assembly or the Economic and Social Council, contain
provisions concerning the condition or rights of international migrants.

122. At the reBional level~ the Regulations of the European Economic COffiJuunity and
the Nordic Convention have conferred on the nationals of the contracting parties the
right of free movement within the subregions concerned and equality of treatment,
the right of admission of members of workers' families and equal access to social
services and benefits. The European Social Charter and the Euronean Social Security
Convention, ad.opted by the Council of Europe, include l)rovisions concerning the
quality of treatment of migrant and national worker-a. A series of recommendations
on matters relating to the situation of migrant vot-kers has been issued by the
Commission of European Communities (regarding, e.g., housing and social services)
and by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe (regarding~ e.g., social
services, low-cost housing ~ education of children, return to the home country), whi'le
the Organisation for Economic Development and Co-operat ion has f'orrnuLated a
Recommendation on the ~1ovement and Employment of Foreign HanpoHer the aim of which
is to liberalize na.tional administrative r egu.Lat i ons on the entry and r-es idence of
migrant workers and their families.

123. The Intergovermnental Committee for European Mir;ration, in add i tLon to arr-angim
for the transportation of migrants at reduced. cost, provides, at the request of
Governments" related services which include counselling ~ medical examdno.t ion,
reception, placement~ vocational and language training and the orgnni~ation of
adaptation courses. The Committee's Selective t.1igration Programme for Latin America
provid.es., _:!:.If..~~:r:_~ia, for emergency assistance, grants for initial instnl1ation,
dependents' allowances and salary supplements.

124. The 1972 General Conference of UNESCO authorized the Director-Ger-:ral to seek
"extr a..budgetary resources for assisting Hemb er States to take concrete measures to
secure eQuality.of a~cess ~o education an~ educatio~al opportunity for foreign
workers and thelr chlldren . ~91 As mentloned earller, the UNESCO secretari8~ has
planned an exchange programme between social work,ers and t.eachers from receivinp,: and
sending countries, and has approached the Governments of the Federal P:enublic of
Germany, the Netherlands and Yugoslavia to elicit their interest in participating in
such a progr amme .

]-9/ United Nations Educational ~ Scientific and Cultural Organization, Re~!?.
of the Gene!-1!~_C..9.Df~.~.~.nS_~!......Sey.~teell~J3es§':!:.Qp." Paris, 1972, vol. I. Resolutions
and-B.~so~_~l1d~.tio~_,resolution 1.142(b) .--"..---.------.--'---... ----_._--
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125. The Commission of European Commupities has established an action programme in
favour of migrant workers and their families s 1~hether they come from countries of
the Community or from other countries, to help them solve their problems of
housing, training, schooling and access to scc La.l, services. The Comm,ission is also
proposing to use the existing European Social Fund to assist migrant workers. The
Commission has already extended financial assistance to member States for the
construction or conversion Df housing for migrants. The Council of Europe, through
its Resettlement Fund, has made loans for the building of quarters and social
centres for migrants, the establishment of vocational training establishments and
the launching of pilot projects on the education of migrant children.

126. The Organisation for Economic Co~operation and Development has a technical
co-operation programme in favour of four member co~ntries (Greece, Portugal, Spain
and Turkey) and one associated country, Yugoslavia. The question of emigration
has been given an important place in the programme, in the form of research
projects dealing with such matters as the positiVe and negative effects of migration
for the country of origin, the productive use of migrants' savings or the
reintegration of wor-ker-s in their home country.

127. Some activities of non-governmental organizations belong in the category of
financial assistance, such as the loans granted by the International Catholic
Higration Commis sion with a view to mak ing their. journey to countries of
resettlement easier for migrant families; or in the cate~ory of technical
assistance~ such as the help extended by the International Social Service to
facilitate family reunion ~ the recovery of maintenance obligations ~ or arrangements
for the custody and guardianship of children left bymi~ants in the country of
origin.

128. The collection on a continuing basis of data on international migration is
part of the demographic and statistical activities of the United Nations. The paper,
"International migration trends ~ 1950··1970" (E!CONF.60/CBP/18), prepared for the
1974 World PopUlation Conference, is among the most recent United Nations documents
on that matter. Similar work is pursued by the regional economic commissions, and
the Economic Commission for Europe has plans to launch a study on. the demographic
aspects of internal and external mi~ration in Europe in the 19605 and 1970s.
Several governmental and non-cgovez-nmenta.L international organizations are engaged
in data-gathering activities relating to various aspects of international migration.
The Commission of European Communities is preparing a new regUlation on the
compilation of uniform statistics relating to foreign labour.

129. In addition to a series of 1LO regional conferences in Afri~a, Europe and
Latin America which included agenda items on international migration~ a number of
ipternational meetings on the social aspects of migration have been held in recent
years. }10st of them have been mentioned earlier in this report: the Expert
Meeting on the Education of Foreign Migrant Workers and their Children
(Paris, October 1973), organized by UNESCO' the Working Group on the Health Aspects
of Labour Migration (Algiers, November 1973) , organized by the IVHO Regional Office
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for Furope ; the Seminar on the Children of r,1ir,rant T.lorl-::ers (Paris. qarch 1973),
organized by the International Children's Centre; th~ Seminar on Internation~l.
~!igration in its Relationships to Industrial and Ap;rlcultural Ad,iustl"1ent :ollcles
(Vienna, ~1ay 1~74), or-gani.zed by the OpeD DeveLopmerrt Centre: and the Semlna:: on
Adaptation and Integration of Permanent Immi.grants (Geneva, ~'a~r 1974), orr;anlZed
by the Intergovernmen~alCommittee on European t1igration.

130. For the future, the ILO has plans for an expert meetinp; on international
labour migration and the further consideration of the matter in regional
conferences; UNESCO has plans for a meeting of experts in educational plannin~ and
administrati9n, and for a se~inar which would bring together specialists in school
and adult education, Li t eracv experts and social wcrker-s , l·rith a view' to
contributing to the solution of migrants' educational problems~ the
Intergovernmental Connnittee on European t1i gr at i on , for f'o'lLow-un seminars on the
adaptation and integration of permanent ~ml"1igrants: the Council of rurope for an
ad hoc conference on the educational problems of migrants and for a meeting of
·~n..governmental organizations interested in migration; the OEeD, for a seminar
to serve as a forum for the exchan~e of information on migration· and the
International Children is Centre, for a seminar on the situation of children of
migrant workers in the countries of oriF:in.

131. The Fifth Planning Conference on the European Social Development Prograwme~

convened at Geneva in Harch 1974~ recommended that particular attention be given to
the vrelfare of migrant vrorkers and their dependants, especially children ~ at
meetings to be organized in coming years within the framework of United ~ations

regional activity.,

Studies and research

132. Studies and research activities in the field of international migra.tion are
manifold, and it would be possihle only to give some examples of projects~ at the
planning or implementing stage, dealing .rith the social aspects of miRration.
Reference may be made to work on the socio-economic status of foreign workers and
their farr:tilies ~ and their housing cond i t.Lons ~ undertaken by the Commissi.on of
European Communities~ to the OF-CD study on the ~articipation of foreign manpower
in the social security and other income transfer systems of receivinp: countries' to
the comparative study by the International Union for Child Felfare of family Lairs
and their impact on the children of migrant workers~ and to the research project
of the International Federation of Settlements on the role of community action in
promot.Ing the vreLf'ar-e of migrant groups. Valuable studies on the problems of
mlgrants are pUblished by the International Catholic ~~ip,ration Commission in
Higration JiJews and by the Forld Council of Churches in Higration Tod8Y, both t-rith
English, French and German editions.

133. The Seminar on Demographic Research in nelation to International nigration
(Buenos Aires, }1arc~ 1974), organized by the Committee for International
Co-ordination of National Research in Demography in close co-operation ~ith the
United Natio~s.a~d its ~pecialized agencies, has identified major gaps in existin~
research act~vltles. 1'!hlle the meeting was principally concerned with the
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demographic asoectis of international l"1i 'T"ratio~, it p.lso stressed. the need for
developinF" research on tl:e econcm c ann social aspects of the phenomenon. In the
latter respect, such resl:'llrch ite":s as the neterminants of the individual decision
to emi.p,ratp on a crosr:--c\lltural conpar-atdve basd s , the process of social integration
in receivinr: sod etics} t!'c social irrnnct of emigration on the country of ori~in

and the deterrnim~nt.s Qi' rpblrn ir'1il"'l"ation, vere n;.entioned. Genuine research in such
areas and, T'IOrE' IZlmerall", on the social prorc~ 2:-~3 associated "dth migration as the
bas i s for !:trenp:t.llPnin{'t relt?wmt social policies and pronrammes , is at present
quite ine/lequatc. '1"he internationa.1 di,r1ension of the phenomenon of' mir;ration makes
it especially il'rportant. for t.he corenet.errt international orpanizations to play an
actIve par-t; in the further deve Iomnenf of the necessary basic and action-oriented
research.

134. A T'lajor obstacle to the deveLopnent of both research and action is ~ as already
mentioned, the d,eart.h of reliable statistics on r~i{;ratory movements. Such factors
as the increRdn,(" t r-ansncrt.at.f cn facilities and mass travel across national
boundaries, tbe free Movement of Iflbour in certain areas and t.he increasingly
complex nat.t ern of miprator:" ncvenent.s , added to the persistence of clandestine •
l'li0;rati on on a Inr!";e scale" act.ualIv account for the i nadequacv of exi sti ng
statistics and justi fv the sear-ch for mor-e adequate data. The ei"forts under-taken
in that direction am'. tOl"rards the international standardization of mir:ratory
statistics need to be continued. and arml i fieo.

135. In cons irter-i nc the or i cm ann natur-e of the Jlresent~day j.nte:r-national mobility
of Labour , the interolay of socfo-econonuo conditions in both sendin.r:; and receiving
courrt r-i es should be constant.Iv kept in mind) and full recognition p.;iven to the role
vh i ch labour T'lobilit,y plays in the rteveLopreerrt of both cater;ories of countries.
Policies and Tlro('(rammes in this fieln ought therefore to be ins:rired by an
aclmouledp;ed communal i ty of interest in resolvinp: the prob.l.ems entailed by labour
migl:'ation. I\t the same t.ill1e, efforts to iJ1'prove the situation of international
mip:rants should he seen as an intef'r-al part' of policies in favour of all vulnerable
r;rou!'lS 'ri thin the populati on.

136. The persistence of a hir;h rnte of international Labour- J1Iobility as a permanent
featur-e of the aocLo-econonu c future of both sending and receivinp: countries is
likely. AlthouP:h future trends uill he determined bv a number ot' as yet unknown
influences, any COl"I'Ore11IE?OS i ve T'oli cv to improve the lot of migrant worker-s and to
meet their many needs pr-eaupnosea a Lons--t.erm perspective of intervention and
should therefore take due account of all f'act.crs which t e nd to establish labour
mobility as A. lastinfl, phenomenon.

137. Uith reverd to the related issue of the duration of individual mip;rants r stay
in rece i vi ng countries, it shou'Ld be recop;ni.zed that the prevailing situation is
both a cause and an effect of policies and prOl!rammes in sendinr.; and in receiving
countries. l7:,xnectations of a continuous rotation of short-term mip.rantR limit the
extent of services and provisions phich a receiving country is r·dlling to provide
and of the efforts by sendinp, countries to re-intep.rate returnees. At the same
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time the limited "provision of services and benefits contributes to maintaining a
high 9rate of rotation and discourages attempts to settle down for a longer period.
Co~verselY, more generous and lone-term provisons - e.r.:, in,the ~ields of housing
or education _ preaunposes Longer a\Te:rqrre periods of Enn"'r:itlcn; J. f not.
permanent settl~ment9 and at the same time contribute to making these expectations

a reality.

138. In view of the strong impact which a large-scale and persistent labour
mobility is bound to have on the labour market structure and economic development
of all countries concerned, full recognition should be given to the interdependence
of actions t.aken in sending and in receiving countries ~vith regard to the
recruitment, preparation, conditions of life and work 9 social provisions and
services, general education and vocational training, and preparation for eventual
return and reintegration of migrant workers and their families.

139. Increased attention should therefore be given .. on bilateral or-mu.l.t i.Lateral.
levels as appropriate in different problem areas - to the need for intensified
co':...·operation between sending and receiving countries with a vi ew to harmoni zinc;
existing conventions and agreements on migrant workers, enhancing the efficiency
and extending the coverage of services and benefits in their favour, and
eliminating provisions which are either discriminatory, contradictory or not
inspired by a recognition of common interests and responsibilities. Such efforts
should especially be directed at policies for the recruitment and preparation of
prospective migrants; conditions of entry and eligibility for Hork permits' access
to housing and other conditions for a normal family life; minimum standards of
services provided specifically for migrants or their access to general publ i c
services; p;uarantees of civil and political r Lght.s ; access to facilities such as
vocat i onal. l~rainirJi; which permit upward mobility within the country or successful
reintegration in the country of origin; and conditions for permanent settlernent
and the acquisition of citizenship in the receiving country.

140. Fhile attention should be given to all phases of the migratory cycle,
co-operative eff -rts to maximize the personal and occupational benefits of
migration in view of eventual return to the home country should be ~iven particular
weight by f,overnmrntal and other competent agencies. The greater freedom of choice
and action \Thich the individual migrant trou'Ld acquire - whatever- his or her
dec.i s.i on to '~8,y or to return - troul.d by itself suffice to justify such a course.
Furthermore, the recognition of the benefit which receiving countries have 0.rawn
from the immigration of labour in recent years entails a commitment tO~fards the
aendng countries. Programmes to improve the qualifications of mi.srrarrt "Torket's and
to facilitate their future careers in what.ever country they eventually decide to
settle, are typical. requirements on intercountry coo-operation tmrards common I":oals.

141. The ultimate aim of social welfare and related policies with regard to migrmrt
wo:k~rs and their families, in contrast to shorter-term objectives, should be to
ellmlnate the need for any special intervention in favour of these ~roups of the
populat.Lon , with the only exception of programmes and provisions 'fh:1.chfulfil
legi Vi.mate claims for the maintenance of their own cultural heritage and their
acquired rights) and thus call for special programmes in such fields as education
and social security. In view of the above-mentioned interpretations of the
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142. Improved methods of pubLi c information on the situation, needs and
expectations of migrant workers and their families represent only a first step
towards such a goal. Efforts to create consultative bodies involving both
representatives of migrants' groups, the existing permanent population, the
competent authorities and interested non-governmental agencies should be further
stimulated in all areas vitn a significant proportion of resident immigrants. },n
improved and more functional division of competences and responsibilities, e.g. ,
between central, regional and local authorities and between such statutory
authorities and non-governmental bodies, with regard to all aspects of the living
situation of migrant workers and their families 9 would be especially called for.
The role of trade unions and other interested organizations, which are able to
assist the migrant workers and defend their rights not as a special group, but as
an integral part of social groups with common interests and aspirations, is
especially relevant in this connexion. The long-term objective of these and other
efforts should be seen in dynamic terms, as a way of breaking the social barriers
vrhich characteri ze the situation of most mi zrarrt workers and- their dependants, even
when their material standard of living comes close to that of the autochthonous
population. Real opportunities for upward mobiJity can be provided only through
long-term programmes of education and training 9 by adapting 1wrking conditions and
the structure of the labour market to the changing situation entailed by the
continuing presence of foreign labour, and by opening up possibilities for enlarged
social and. politica.l participation by migrant groups, in forms which meet the
particular situations and aspirations of both the host communities and the migrant
groups themselves.

character and probable persistence of pr-eaent-vday labour mobility, large-sca.le
preventive and development-oriented programmes should be preferred to all forms
of ~c~ ho..£. and remedial interventions whi ch mcstly turn out to be'1too little too
late" and vrhi ch , despite their usefulness in' certain situations, often serve to
maintain migrant workers and their family in a perpetual situation of marginality
with rep,ard to the rest of society. Long-term policies should aim at ensuring
the maximum of social, economic and cultural intergration in the appropriate
forms, and to offer genuine opportunities for complete assimilation to those
immigrants who decide to settle permanently in receiving countries. Both of these
objectives should however be conceived without thereby excluding the possibility
that multicultur31 behavioural patterns will obtain among the population as a
natural long-term result of international labour mobility. To enhance the positive
aspects of this development, neither integration nor assimilation should be seen

.. merely in terms of a unilateral adaptation by the immigrants to the habits and
1.rays of life of the receiving country, but as a give-and..take process by which the
latter not only understands but facilitates the process of mutual adaptation.
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